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Abstract
The new century brings companies to transition in a society of information and knowledge;
however, traditional organizational and planning tools, such as the organizational chart and the
situational analysis, are static and inflexible. This study proposes two tools to measure organizational information. One is used to calculate the maximum planning horizon based on the
information available in the environment. The second uses the complex network to measure the
entropy increase in the company based on its size and complexity. Both tools provide a new
strategic approach that will allow the organization to adapt to an increasingly dynamic and turbulent environment.

Keywords: Complex systems, uncertainty, complex network, entropy

1. Introduction
Adam Smith (1776), in his book “The
Wealth of Nations”, laid the groundwork
for the transition from a primarily agricultural economy to a commercial economy.
Since then, labor divisions, specialization
and standardization, stood as pillars of organizational business for companies. Today,
society is facing a new transition period
where companies are forced to continuously adapt to constantly changing markets;
which are characterized by instabilities and
uncertainties that threaten the usefulness of
strategic plans and where technology rises
as the main differentiator. Those variables
revolve around information management
where the generation of new knowledge
becomes the main source of wealth for the
new economy.
In this new reality, companies cannot
be studied as static and closed entities, and
the environment cannot be studied through
frozen photographs in time, but in a continuous interaction with the company. According to Macintosh and Maclean (1999),

organizations move within the spectrum
between seasonality and complex adaptability, going through cycles of evolution
and revolution.
The traditional theoretical framework
tries to avoid, or even ignore, uncertainties;
however, uncertainty is a part of today’s
reality and is an increasingly important
element of the environment. This is the
main reason why uncertainty must be incorporated in strategic planning. This paper
introduces two tools that will allow information management strategies to counter
the growing uncertainty in the environment.

2. The Company in an Uncertain
Environment
Entropy is a measure of order and
chaos; chaos is defined as the lack of information. A growing uncertainty can be
translated into growing entropy. To measure environmental entropy, it is necessary
to calculate the probability of occurrence of
scenarios to project. Based on the Information Theory by Shannon (1949), Kol-
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mogorov (1962) provided an indicator,
called "Kolmogorov entropy", that
measures the storage and information gain
of a particular system. Kolmogorov entropy is closely related to the probability of
occurrence of an event, this being a measure of the degree of uncertainty of the
event. This relationship is quantified by
Pons (1992), taking into account that if a
system can occupy a set of N states with Pi
probability to occupy each one of them, the
entropy S of the system will be:
𝑆 = ∑𝑖 𝑃𝑖(log 2 𝑃𝑖)

of one-dimensional systems, such as the
one studied in this article, the Lyapunov
exponent matches the Kolmogorov entropy;
therefore, it is possible to calculate the
Maximum Planning Horizon of the system
by reversing the Kolmogorov entropy.
The current business scenario can be
used as an example where it is estimated
that there is a 90% probability that the
market will continue consuming internal
combustion vehicles for the next year. The
calculated Kolmogorov entropy would be
equal to:

(1)
K = - 0.9 * log2 (0.9) =0.137 bits / year

The logarithm in base two is used to
obtain bits as a unit of measurement.
Based on this formula, Kolmogorov
entropy can be calculated.
Pons (1992) provided a method for
calculating the Kolmogorov entropy from
the future path that will follow the system
in state space. The state space is the set of
all possible states in which the system can
end. Each point in the state space represents a unique state of a particle, as time
goes on, that point moves in the state space
forming a curve.
The magnitude of Kolmogorov entropy (Kn) can be calculated using the equation (2) below:
𝐾𝑛 = − ∑0…𝑛 𝑃1…𝑛 log 2 𝑃0…𝑛

(2)

Po represents the probability that the
system is located in each of the projected
states.

3. Measuring the Planning Horizon
The amount of time designated for
planning depends on the extent of available
information. The planning horizon is inversely proportional to the uncertainty of
the environment, which has been quantified
by the entropy of Kolmogorov. According
to Prigogine (1997) the Maximum Planning
Horizon, also called Lyapunov Time is calculated by reversing the Lyapunov exponent. Kolmogorov entropy is the result of
the sum of Lyapunov exponents. For cases

This shows that 0.137 bits of information a year are lost. The projected maximum time until all system information is
lost can be calculated as:
Lyapunov Time = 1 / 0.137 = 7.3 years
Based on the result above, the projected maximum time for loss of current
information for any company producing
internal combustion vehicles is 7.3 years.
Predictions about the scenario will not be
reliable beyond this time limit; therefore,
any strategy will be useless. In conclusion,
the maximum time for long-term projection
should be calculated first before studying
its reliability.

4. Data Generation to Counteract
Entropy
To counteract this loss of entropy,
companies generate information continually through market research, database update and forecast analysis. This data generation can be measured by the numbers of
elements N produced (market research,
data analysis or any document that increases the company’s knowledge is considered an element). Each new document
increases knowledge by 1/N.
For example, if the company produces
500 elements per month, the next document
will increase knowledge to 10% with respect to the prior knowledge. Using the
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formula, 1/N, the increase in the precision
of the system and the increase in information can be calculated and are shown
below:
500 elements*0.1 = 50
log2 (50) = 5.64 bites
In a more detailed analysis, information
can be directly measured by the number of
bits provided by each document. If the
amount of relevant information generated
is less than the entropy of the information
lost by uncertainty, then the company is
blind and at perpetual risk.
These two elements, however, are not
enough to calculate this balance because
the company loses information in the process of generating it. To calculate the internal loss, the loss of information during
peer communication should be considered.
For this purpose, the complex network
analysis can be useful as it studies
peer-to-peer linkages in a company.

5. The Company as a Complex Network
Rzevski (2015) pointed out that complex systems are formed by independently
interrelated entities where a common behavior emerges; therefore, it is likely that a
complex system can be represented by a
complex network provided that they show
the following characteristics:
1. emergent behavior which is the ability
to achieve complexity through the integration of relatively simple links; and
2. a scale free distribution in which not all
nodes have the same number of connections, forming clumps or clusters of
nodes.
According to Aldana (2006), complex
networks are sets of connected nodes that
interact in some way or another. Nodes of a
network, also called vertices or elements,
are represented by the symbols v1, v2, ... vn,
with n being the total number of nodes in
the network. If a vi node is connected to a
vj node, this connection is represented by

3

the ordered pair (vi, vj). This connection is
known as an "edge" within the network.
According to Aita (2016), to model a company through a complex network, the traditional organizational chart should be taken
as a three-dimensional object which must
be observed from a higher perspective rather than in a front perspective. This new
view shows vertical relationships where
relationships of communication and interaction among each positions are illustrated,
forming a complex network instead of a
hierarchical structure.
The mechanism for drawing the complex
network of a company is given by de Toni
and Nonino (2010) in two steps: (1) the
nodes are taken from job positions in the
organizational chart; (2) the edges are represented as the frequent communication
links between peers, and are determined by
asking each employee with whom they
speak in order to receive information about
new issues concerning their work activities.
It should be emphasized that the links
between nodes are not casual communication channels; otherwise, all the positions
of the company would be connected to
each other since anyone can communicate
verbally or through mail with any other
employee of the company. Those links with
continuous exchange of information as part
of the company’s production process of
goods or services are the only ones that
must be displayed; while those casual or
sporadic interactions must not be included.
De Toni and Nonino (2010) proposed
five different kinds of networks which are
as follows:
(1) Communication network which is a
network of working and non-working
information within the organization;
(2) Information network which is a network of working communications
within the organization;
(3) Know network which is a network of
knowledge within the organization and
describes how knowledge and expertise are spread;
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(4) Problem solving network which is a
network of advice relationships within
the organization that solves working
issues;
(5) Access network which is a network
that allows access to knowledge within
the organization.

allows quantitative analysis of information
loss between two nodes. An example is the
functional organizational chart of an IT
company named eBiz Latin America. It
shows connections between manufacturers
and suppliers through a B2B platform (See
Figure 1). This chart served as the basis for
the construction of the complex network
diagram (See Figure 2) following the
methodology of de Toni and Nonino
(2010).

For this case study, the problem solving network will be studied.
The advantage of regarding the organization as a complex network is that it

Chief Executive

Manager

Accounting

Assistant
Manager

Collecting

Assistant
Accountant

Administrative
Support

Billing

Suport and
Communications

Support Helper

SAP Support

ABAP
Programmer

EMP Manager

Operations Manager

Commercial Manager

Programming
Support

Supplier Advisor

Senior
Customer
Advisor

Junior
Customer
Advisor

Programmer

Call Center
Coordination

Call center
reception

Figure 1: Organizational Chart of eBiz Latin America IT Company

The chart shown in Figure 1 only illustrates the vertical relationships in the
organization. In a complex system, this
information is insufficient; according to the
characteristics previously mentioned, the
interrelationships between the components
of a complex system are more important
than the components themselves. The diagram in Figure 2 shows the complex network of the organization. The connections
among each node from the organizational
chart are established based on the processes
that occur in the company.
The first advantage of this approach is
that it allows analysis of the degree of
complexity of the organization through the
degree of order and disorder within the

organization. To measure this complexity,
information generation and entropy can be
calculated using equation (3) as proposed
by Rosvall, Trusina, Minhagen and Sneppen (2005). According to their study, the
structure of a complex network is related to
its reliability and speed of information
propagation. Moreover, network entropy
was defined as the degree of difficulty in
finding information on the network. In the
equation (3) below, P[𝑝(𝑖, 𝑏)] is used to
quantify the associated information to locate a specific target in the network; while
1
1
∏𝑗∈𝑝(𝑖,𝑏)
represents the probability
𝑘𝑖

𝑘𝑗 −1

to follow this path in a random choice.
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P[𝑝(𝑖, 𝑏)] =

1
𝑘𝑖

∏𝑗∈𝑝(𝑖,𝑏)

1

(3)

𝑘𝑗 −1

Where:
p(i,b) represents the shortest path from vertex i
to vertex b
kj represents the degree of vertex j

The resulting product includes all
vertexes j in the p(i,b) path excluding i and
b. The amount of information used in the
search to find the shortest path between i

5

and b can be calculated using equation (4)
below:
S(𝑖, 𝑏) = − log 2 ∑{𝑝(𝑖,𝑏)} 𝑃[𝑝(𝑖, 𝑏)]

(4)

The sum of all the shortest p(i,b) paths
from i to b is computed and the total entropy of the organization is calculated as
the sum of the entropy generated between
all network nodes.
Support and
Communications
Assistant
Manager

Collecting
SAP
Support
Accountant

Manager

Chief Executive

Operations
Manager
EMP
Manager

Billing
Accounting
assistant

Administrative
Support

Jr Customer
Advisor

ABAP
Programming

Commercial
Manager
Programming
Support

Sr Customer
Advisor

Support
Assistant

Supplier
Advisor

Programmer

Call center
Coordination

Call center
Reception

Figure 2: Complex Network Diagram of eBiz Latin America IT Company

As an example, Tables 1 and 2 shows
the calculation of the shortest path between
the Manager and each of the nodes, and the
entropy for the Manager when obtaining
information from the rest of the nodes in
the system respectively.
Some nodes are directly connected to
the Manager; this is the case for the Chief
Executive, Assistant Manager, Accountant,
Assistant Accountant, Collecting, Administrative Support, Billing, Commercial Manager and Supplier Advisor. The probability
to contact them is the inverse of the degree
of vertex j, in this case 1/9. For the rest of
the nodes, the shortest path between them
should be chosen. The probability is the
product of the inverse of all vertexes j in

the path between the Manager and the selected node. The resulting probabilities are
shown in Table 1.
The total entropy lost by the Manager
when gathering information is 98.66 bits.
The sum of the total entropy of each node
needs to be calculated to get the entropy
lost by the entire system. The sum of internal entropy and the external loss of information from uncertainty and volatility of
the market calculated on the first section is
equal to the total loss of information. If the
amount of information produced by the
company is less than this entropy, then the
company will be overwhelmed by uncertainty as many of the companies are experiencing today. Both tools can be used to
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quantify the amount of information lost in
the internal and external entropy. This will
help the company estimate if the infor-

mation being produced is enough to overcome this entropy.

Table 1: Calculation of Shortest Path
From
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager

Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager

To
Chief Executive
Assistant Manager
Accountant
Assistant Accountant
Collecting
Administrative Support
Billing
Commercial Manager
Supplier Advisor
Senior Customer
Advisor

Junior Customer
Advisor
Call Center Coordination
Call Center Reception
Operations Manager

Manager

Support and Commun.

Manager

Support Assistant

Manager

SAP Support

Manager

ABAP Programmer

Manager

EMP Manager

Manager

Programmer

Shortest Path
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct

Probability
= 1/9 = 0.111
= 1/9 = 0.111
= 1/9 = 0.111
= 1/9 = 0.111
= 1/9 = 0.111
= 1/9 = 0.111

Direct
Direct
Direct
Manager–Administrative Support
Manager–Commercial Manager
Manager–Billing
Manager–Supplier Advisor
Manager–Billing

= 1/9 = 0.111
= 1/9 = 0.111
= 1/9 = 0.111
= 1/9*1/4 +
1/9*1/7+
1/9*1/5+
1/9*1/4 = 0.093
= 1/9*1/5 = 0.022

Manager–Commercial Manager

=1/9*1/7 = 0.015

Manager–Supplier Advisor

=1/9*1/4 =0.027

Manager–Chief Executive
Manager–Commercial Manager
Manager–Assistant Manager
Manager–Assistant Manager–Operation Manager
Manager–Chief Executive–Operation Manager
Manager–Commercial Manager–Operation Manager

= 1/9*1/3+
1/9*1/7+
1/9*1/4 = 0.08
= 1/9*1/4*1/8+
1/9*1/3*1/8+
1/9*1/7*1/8 =
0.01
=1/9*1/4*1/8*1/2
+1/9*1/4*1/8*1/5
+1/9*1/4*1/8*1/3
+1/9*1/3*1/8*1/2
+1/9*1/3*1/8*1/5
+1/9*1/3*1/8*1/3
+1/9*1/7*1/8*1/2
+1/9*1/7*1/8*1/5
+1/9*1/7*1/8*1/3
=0.01

Manager–Assistant Manager–Operation Manager–
Support and Comm.
Manager–Assistant Manager–Operation Manager–SAP
Support
Manager–Assistant Manager–Operation Manager–EMP
Manager
Manager–Chief Executive–Operation Manager–Support
and Comm.
Manager–Chief Executive–Operation Manager–SAP
Support
Manager–Chief Executive–Operation Manager–EMP
Manager
Manager–Commercial Manager–Operation Manager–
Support and Comm.
Manager–Commercial Manager–Operation Manager–
SAP Support
Manager–Commercial Manager–Operation Manager–
EMP Manager
Manager–Assistant Manager–Operation Manager
Manager–Chief Executive–Operation Manager
Manager–Commercial Manager–Operation Manager
Manager–Assistant Manager–Operation Manager
Manager–Chief Executive–Operation Manager
Manager–Commercial Manager–Operation Manager
Manager–Assistant Manager–Operation Manager
Manager–Chief Executive–Operation Manager
Manager–Commercial Manager–Operation Manager
Manager–Assistant Manager–Operation Manager–
Programming Support

= 1/9*1/4*1/8+
1/9*1/3*1/8+
1/9*1/7*1/8 =0.01
= 1/9*1/4*1/8+
1/9*1/3*1/8+
1/9*1/7*1/8 =0.01
= 1/9*1/4*1/8+
1/9*1/3*1/8+
1/9*1/7*1/8 =0.01
=1/9*1/4*1/8*1/4
+1/9*1/4*1/8*1/5
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From

To

Manager

Programming Support

From
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Total

Shortest Path
Manager–Assistant Manager–Operation Manager–SAP
Support
Manager–Assistant Manager–Operation Manager–
ABAP Programming
Manager–Chief
Executive–Operation
Manager–
Programming Support
Manager–Chief Executive–Operation Manager–SAP
Support
Manager–Chief Executive–Operation Manager–ABAP
Programming
Manager–Commercial Manager–Operation Manager–
Programming Support
Manager–Commercial Manager–Operation Manager–
SAP Support
Manager–Commercial Manager–Operation Manager–
ABAP Programming
Manager–Assistant Manager–Operation Manager
Manager–Chief Executive–Operation Manager
Manager–Commercial Manager–Operation Manager

7

Probability
+1/9*1/4*1/8*1/2
+1/9*1/3*1/8*1/4
+1/9*1/3*1/8*1/5
+1/9*1/3*1/8*1/2
+1/9*1/7*1/8*1/4
+1/9*1/7*1/8*1/5
+1/9*1/7*1/8*1/2
= 0.009

= 1/9*1/4*1/8+
1/9*1/3*1/8+
1/9*1/7*1/8 =0.01

Table 2: Calculation of Entropy for the Position of Manager
To
Entropy
Chief Executive
= -log2 (0.111) = 3.16
Assistant Manager
= -log2 (0.111) = 3.16
Accountant
= -log2 (0.111) = 3.16
Assistant Accountant
= -log2 (0.111) =3.16
Collecting
= -log2 (0.111) = 3.16
Administrative Support
= -log2 (0.111) = 3.16
Billing
= -log2 (0.111) = 3.16
Commercial Manager
= -log2 (0.111) = 3.16
Supplier Advisor
= -log2 (0.111) = 3.16
Senior Customer Advisor
= -log2 (0.093) = 3.42
Junior Customer Advisor
= -log2 (0.022) = 5.49
Call Center Coordination
= -log2 (0.015) = 5.97
Call Center Reception
= -log2 (0.027) = 5.17
Operations Manager
= -log2 (0.08) = 3.63
Support and Communications
= -log2 (0.01) = 6.63
Support Assistant
= -log2 (0.01) = 6.58
SAP Support
= -log2 (0.01) = 6.63
ABAP Programmer
= -log2 (0.01) = 6.63
EMP Manager
= -log2 (0.01) = 6.63
Programmer
= -log2 (0.009) = 6.71
Programming Support
= -log2 (0.01) = 6.63
98.66 bits

5. Conclusions
In a dynamic and uncertain environment, planning and organization should
revolve around information management,
which is measured through entropy. The
new strategic center must focus on producing information to overcome entropic losses.
The organization, as it grows, becomes more complex; the same process of

gathering information can produce entropy
so the information will be lost in the middle processes and bureaucracy of organization. This loss depends on the complexity
of the organization and can be overwhelming if not controlled. It is recommended to
measure these losses and manage their reduction. In addition, to measure organizational complexity, it is proposed to calculate the entropy by outlining the organization as a complex network. Moreover, to
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measure the uncertainty of the environment,
it is proposed to use the Kolmogorov entropy to obtain the maximum planning time
based on the amount of information currently available.
The tools proposed to calculate the
entropy loses in the company should be
framed in a wider management theory; one
that includes uncertainty as part of the design of the strategic plan. Future researches
in this field are suggested to construct this
new planning paradigm as a response to
current necessities to face market volatility.
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Abstract
As Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) continue to play a bigger role in Thailand’s economic
growth, increasing SMEs productivity and competitiveness with the use of Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) has become an important strategy of the Thai government.
Thailand’s Department of Industrial Promotion (DIP) has launched a program which aimed to
boost ICT adoptions by SMEs by providing necessary ICT solutions. The program consisted of
cost-free provision of Enterprise Resources Planning (ERP) and Business Intelligence (BI)
systems, consultation and training services, and subsidy of initial investment. This paper aims to
investigate the effect of these strategies on SMEs’ decision to adopt ICT and to examine that
factors that influence their decision. The study used a mixed method of survey questionnaire
and semi-structured interview to understand the business nature of participating SMEs, and to
gain insights on the factors that affect their decisions respectively. A number of external and
internal factors were listed from literature review and were discussed with the top level management of SMEs. The results showed that almost every SMEs were willing to adopt ICT after
participating in the program due to expected benefits of improved productivity and cost reduction. The analysis also revealed that the factor that positively affected SMEs’ decision to adopt
ICT is the consultation and training services. This paper argued that training and consultation
actually increased SMEs’ confidence that ICT benefits will be realized which led to their decision
to adopt ICT. Providing ICT solutions that are simple and cost effective is another important
influence in the SMEs decision-making. Findings of this paper can be used as a guideline to
refine ICT strategies. In addition, future research can examine the relationship between SMEs’
confidence in ICT benefits realization and ICT adoption decision.

Keywords: Information and communication technology, small and medium enterprises, ICT
adoption

1. Introduction
Small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) play a vital role in a country’s
economic growth in many aspects. SMEs
generally employ the largest percentage of
the workforce and are responsible for income generation opportunities (Apulu &
Latham, 2010). These enterprises can be
described as one of the main drivers for
poverty alleviation (Singh et al., 2009) and
can even diversify economic activities
(Ongori & Migiro, 2010). With increasing
competition between regional and interna-

tional markets, and widespread globalization, government of many countries are
under pressure to increase SMEs productivity and competitiveness to improve national economic growth (Singh et al.,
2009). To solve this problem, most countries utilize Information and Communication Technology (ICT) since it is widely
considered as one of the strategies that improves productivity and competitiveness.
Based on the Office of SMEs Promotion of Thailand, SMEs are defined as
businesses with employees less than 50
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people and with a fixed asset value less
than 200 million Thai baht (5.7 million
USD). In Thailand, there are about 2.74
million SMEs accounting for 39.6% of
Thailand’s GDP, of which, 27.8% belonged
to small enterprises and 11.8% to medium
enterprises (OSMEP, 2015). The use of ICT
among Thai businesses is relatively low.
Out of 2.2 million businesses surveyed,
only 24.9% are using computers, 20.6% are
connected to the internet, 6.8% have their
own web sites, and only 1.9% provide
online services to their customers (NSO
2015). In order to boost ICT utilization
among Thai SMEs, especially those in the
manufacturing and service industries, the
Department of Industrial Promotion (DIP),
a Thai government agency under the Ministry of Industry, has launched a program
that provides Enterprise Resources Planning (ERP) and Business Intelligence (BI)
software, alongside with professional consultation and training, to assist in its implementation. All of these are free of
charge to SMEs during the first year; thus,
it is important to understand and assess the
impact of these strategies for academic and
practical purposes. This research aims to
investigate the effect of these strategies and
examine the factors that affect the decision
to adopt ICT by SMEs in Thailand.
This paper consists of five parts: introduction, literature review, research
methodology, results and analysis, and
conclusions, implications and limitations.

2. Literature Review
In many economic studies, SMEs play
an important role for economic development especially in developing countries
(Singh et al., 2009). SMEs are envisaged to
grow, expand and mature, and to contribute
to the improvement of the country’s national economy (Yonazi & Marondo,
2014). SMEs provide the seedbed for employment, and innovations; hence, contribute to the general income of the national
economy (Rutashobya & Jaensson, 2004).
Ongori and Migiro (2010) argued that
SMEs do not only help improve living

standards, but also bring about substantial
local capital formation. SMEs are known to
contribute to the development of several
economies in terms of output of goods and
services, creation of jobs at relatively low
capital cost. In addition, they provide a
vehicle for the reduction of income disparities thus developing a pool of skilled or
semi-skilled workers for future industrial
expansion (Vijayakumar, 2013; Singh et al.,
2010)
Recognizing the importance of SMEs
to countries’ economic growth, many nations around the globe have formulated
strategies (e.g. policies) to increase their
SMEs competitiveness and productivity.
ICT is considered as one of the potential
strategies as there are many evidences of
the positive impacts of ICT on the business
performance firm (Bentahar & Namaci,
2010). Research by Ongori and Migiro
(2010) found that ICT allows SMEs to
boost their efficiency and competitiveness.
ICT provides SMEs with opportunities
such as increased productivity and profitability. ICTs are associated with higher
productivity, increased customer satisfaction, and improved organizational capacity
and overall performance (Bhatt & Grover,
2005). Further, there is theoretical evidence
that the adoption and assimilation of ICTs
by SMEs is critical to the economic growth
of a country. ICT provides SMEs with the
potential of overcoming globalization barriers and the capabilities to compete in the
global economy (Yonazi & Marondo,
2014). ICT also ensures the management of
important information for decision-making.
It has also been found that the use of ICTs
provides the fundamentals of competitiveness and economic growth for companies
and countries that are able to exploit those
(Ollo-López & Aramendia-Muneta, 2012).
Though many researches show significant positive relationship between ICT and
firms' performance, adoption of ICT by
SMEs has been low due to several reasons.
One of which is the limited ICT literacy
and knowledge on how to integrate ICT
into business processes of both SME own-
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ers and employees (Consoli, 2012; Sin Tan
et al., 2010). Similarly, Arendth (2008)
identified the skill deficiencies present in
SMEs which include technical abilities and
management skills. Unfamiliarity and fear
of investing in sophisticated technologies
(Bhaskaran, 2013) and perceived high cost
of ICT implementation and maintenance
are also identified as one of the challenges
that hinder the adoption of ICT (Sin Tan et
al., 2010). Further, ICT cost contribute to
higher percentage of SME’s operating
budget, which could rather be invested on
other resources or used as capital for other
purposes that would bring about faster and
tangible returns. Moreover, SMEs also
perceive ICT as complex, and difficult to
understand and apply to their business
functions (Consoli, 2012; Tan, et al., 2008).
SMEs also find it difficult to cope with the
rapid changes in technological advancement (Makiwa & Steyn, 2016). Taylor and
Murphy (2004) also pointed out that many
SMEs are unaware of the potential of ICT
to enhance their business operations by
applying it to their products and services
leading to low adoption of ICT. Another
barrier to the utilization of ICT was
identified by Abdullah and Murphy (2015)
as the lack of government support in terms
of policy and measures that encourage ICT
adoption. These issues have been shown to
be highly prevalent in SMEs and impede
high adoption of ICT in the organization.
The situation highlighted above needs to be
addressed. Governments and SMEs themselves need to understand and strategize on
how ICT can be adopted for growth and
sustainability of SMEs; otherwise, adoption
of ICT by SMEs may continue to be low.
This may lead to missed opportunities, low
economic growth, or decreased competitiveness of the country. Both industry and
government bodies have a role to play in
promoting and supporting small business
networking and ICT (Alam & Noor, 2009).
Recognizing these issues, the Thai
government has pledged and provided
support for the promotion of Thailand's
ICT sector through a series of strategies
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aimed at developing related infrastructure,
accelerating innovation, and transforming
the country's economy into one that is
based on digital technologies.
Various projects have been planned
under the initiative, including the delivery
of affordable broadband internet access
nationwide, improvements in the national
e-commerce platform, and deployment of
ICT to improve public services offered by
state agencies and digital government. In
addition, the country's Cabinet officially
approved a project entitled "Thailand
Economy 4.0" which aims to move
Thailand's economy to the next level by
facilitating the trade in goods and services
through e-commerce (MICT, 2016)
Thai government has issued measures
to help increase the adoption of ICT in
various business sectors including SMEs.
This contributed to 39.6% of the country’s
GDP according to Thailand’s Office of
SME Promotion. To support Thailand’s
government's policy, the Department of
Industrial Promotion (DIP) under the Ministry of Industry launched a program that
provided SMEs with Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) and Business Intelligence
(BI) software that assisted in different
business functions such as budgeting and
resource investment.
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
is a system that allows a seamless flow of
real time information in an organization
through integration of its business processes to facilitate information sharing among
its various operating units. With globalization and intense competition, many SMEs
in developing countries, despite lacking the
needed capabilities and resources, are
pressured to replace their legacy systems
with more sophisticated information systems, such as the ERP system (Kharuddin
et al., 2015). Nicolaou and Reck (2004)
found that firms adopting enterprise systems exhibit higher differential performance after only two years of continued
use.
Business intelligence (BI) comprises a
set of tools that transform data into infor-
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mation to be used for decision-making. It
can refer to any set of software platforms
that support organizations in collecting,
storing, analyzing and retrieving valuable
information and knowledge to support
business operations. Several benefits of BI
have been highlighted in previous researches including its ability to transform
data into meaningful information for decision making, to integrate business information across organizations which improves transparency and speeds up the decision making process, to recognize patterns or trends to improve business forecasting, and detect fraud (Marchand et al.,
2002). By analyzing the performance of an
organization, BI enables organizations to
increase revenue and competitiveness,
formulate new strategies, and make
informed and effective decisions (Rubin &
Rubin, 2013).
Combining both ERP and BI, SMEs
should be equipped enough with necessary
ICT solutions. ERP helps in terms of planning and control, scheduling and allocating
project resources, and forecasting and supporting
business
processes
across
functions. BI, ont the other hand, helps
streamline information flow for operational
and strategic business decision-making.
The program also includes consultation and
training on how to use and maintain ERP
and BI systems. Consultants will work
closely with SMEs to understand business
requirements and help explain and set up
the systems to meet those requirements.
Providing technical supports and trainings
are identified as critical factors to the adoption of ICT solutions including ERP
(Kharuddin et al., 2015). To provide further
incentive, the cost of ICT usage and consultation and training for the first year will
be free of charge to SMEs with no contractual obligations.

3. Research Methodology
The study employed a mixed method
case approach to facilitate deeper understanding of the effects of ICT (ERP and BI)
on SMEs provided by Thailand’s govern-

ment and the factors that SMEs considered
in adopting the ICT program.A mixed
research method can lead to new insights
and modes of analysis that are unlikely to
occur if only one method is used (Mingers,
2001). According to Silva (2007), researchs
on ICT adoption requires explanatory theories and methods which can help explain
and understand the phenomena. The qualitative approach serves as a useful alternative and provides rich insights and results
(Lee et al., 2003); therefore, this study employed two different data collection methods which include distribution of survey
questionnaires and semi-structured interviews.
The survey questionnaire aimed at revealing the profiles of companies and their
ICT use and current/future decision to
adopt the ICT provided by the government
agency. The questionnaire is divided into
two sections and contained a total of 31
questions based on literature review. The
first section consisted of questions aimed to
gather firm-specific information and roles
of respondents, and to understand the current use of ICT in their companies. The
second part consisted of a series of questions on the factors and aspects in the
government’s program that the company
considered for their current/future decision
to use ICT. Likert scale (1 for strongly
disagree; 2 for disagree; 3 for neutral; 4
for agree; and 5 for strongly agree) was
used to measure the respondent’s level of
agreement. Two main variables were used
which are: the awareness of ICT benefits
and current/future decision of ICT
adoption. The questionnaires were given to
a total of 244 SMEs representatives who
participated in the ERP and BI program
either in the training. consultation sessions
or both. Questionnaires were then collected
at the end of the sessions. Semi-structured
interviews were scheduled and were conducted at the SMEs’ facilities with a total
of 68 representatives to understand the
factors in the program that lead to their
current/future decision to adopt ICT.
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All the responses received were entered, processed and analyzed using the
software application Atlas.ti that allows for
processing of textual data for qualitative
studies. The software supported complex
coding of data and also facilitated manipulation and management of coded statements
for further analysis. The software’s search
procedures allowed the researcher to locate
all the occurrences of a particular code, set
of codes or categories and retrieve them
with corresponding original text segments.
Using multiple code searches, it was possible for the researcher to analyze and confirm previously discovered patterns, which
served as a form of reliability assessment
on the foregoing analyses. Finally, it allowed the better presentation and communication of results.

4. Findings and Analysis
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Figure 2: SMEs Classified by Revenue Groups

From the 244 survey questionnaire
respondents, 47.06% are involved or responsible for the company’s ICT (e.g. IT
managers), 39.3% are company owners,
and 13.63% are major shareholders of the
companies (see Figure 3). The 68 respondents for the semi-structured interview are
composed of the following: 82% owners
and 18% are responsible persons for company ICT.

A total of 244 responses (100%) from
the SMEs who participated in the DIP program were collected. Out of 244, 194
companies (79.5%) are in the manufacturing industry and 50 companies (20.5%) are
in the service industry (see Figure 1).

Figure 3: Roles of Respondents who Completed
the Questionnaires

Figure 1: Industries of SMEs that Participated in
the DIP Program

Based on revenue, the SMEs included
in the study comprised of the following::
62% or 151 companies have an annual
revenue less than 50 million baht; 15% or
36 companies have an annual revenue between 51 million baht to 200 million baht;
and 23% or 57 companies have an annual
revenue more than 200 million baht. The
distribution of SMEs based on business
size is shown in Figure 2.

All of the SMEs that participated in
the study already have an ICT to support its
business but each have different objectives:
52.73% uses ICT to support sale and marketing functions; 45.45% to support manufacturing function; and 3.64% uses ICT for
general administrative purposes. None of
them has neither ERP nor BI systems.
As shown in Table 1, out of 244 companies, 236 companies or 96% strongly
agreed to continue the use of both ERP and
BI systems provided in the program even
after the end of the program.
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Table 1: SMEs Responses if They Intend to Continue to Use ERP and BI Systems
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree
Number of responses
0
0
1
7
236
Table 2: The Second Part of the Questionnaire Was Used to Measure Current/Future Decision to Adopt
ICT and the Factors in the Program that They Considered in Their Decision for Current/Future ICT Use.
1.
ERP can reduce operating cost
2.
ERP can reduce redundant business processes
3.
ERP can improve customer satisfaction
4.
ERP can increase revenue
5.
BI can reduce operating cost
6.
BI can reduce redundant business processes
7.
BI can improve customer satisfaction
8.
BI can increase revenue
9.
ERP should be easy to use
10. BI should be easy to use
11. ERP cost is an important deciding factor
12. BI cost is an important deciding factor
13. Cost is the most important deciding factor when considering ICT
14. Ease of use is the most important deciding factor when considering ICT
15. Business return is the most important deciding factor when considering ICT
16. Having an experienced consultant is the most important deciding factor when considering ICT
17. Financial subsidiary is the most important deciding factor when considering ICT
18. Do you intend to continue using and investing in ICT after the program finishes?

The survey questionnaire also asked
participants to identify their anticipated
benefit from the use of ERP and BI systems.
Results showed that the expected reduction
in operating cost and decrease in redundant
business processes are the two most important anticipated benefits with 42.8% and
35.7% of respondents respectively. Only
15.1% and 6.4% of SMEs anticipated improvement in customer satisfaction and
increase in revenue as shown in Table 2.
Further analysis by industry type,
revenue group, and roles of respondents
also revealed similar results in which reduction in operating cost and decrease in
redundant business processes are the two
most important anticipated benefits; however, the service industry and revenue
group between 51-200 million baht stated
that the most important benefit from ICT is
the increase in customer satisfaction.
This finding is similar to the study of
Bhaskaran (2008) which indicates that the
vast majority of SME owners/operators
believe that ICT is unlikely to contribute to
strategic objectives such as expanding to
new markets and increasing penetration in

existing markets. This finding has also
confirmed the government’s assumption
that ICT could have a positive impact on
SME productivity, hence enhancing the
country’s competitiveness.
Analysis from interviews revealed
several important insights that lead to better understanding of SMEs’ current/future
decision to use ICT and the effects of the
program. While SMEs already have ICT
solutions to support their business to a various extent, SMEs only use ICT with rudimentary capabilities such as stand-alone
software, Microsoft Office, Email and Internet. During the discussion about the
adoption of ICT, they were all aware of the
potential benefits from its use especially
cost reduction; however, they perceive that
the implementation and maintenance of the
ICT are costly or even considered as burdens to the business. One common cause
for this was that the benefits they expected
from their investment on ICT have not yet
been fully realized. These findings are similar to other researches which identified
ICT cost, perceived complexity of ICT, and
negative perception towards ICT of SME
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manager and owners are common ICT
adoption barriers (Consoli, 2012; Tan et al.,
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2008; Makiwa & Steyn, 2016).

Table 3: Anticipated Benefits from Using ERP and BI Systems
Number of SMEs
Reducing operating cost
101
Reducing processes
84
Improving customers satisfaction
36
Increasing revenue
15
Total number of SMEs
236

% of Responses
42.8
35.7
15.1
6.4
100

Table 4: Anticipated Benefits from Using ERP and BI Systems in Manufacturing Industry
% of Responses
Number of SMEs
Reducing processes
103
53
Reducing operating cost
85
44
Improving customers satisfaction
3
2
Increasing revenue
3
2
Total number of SMEs
194
100
Table 5: Anticipated Benefits from Using ERP and BI Systems in Service Industry
% of Responses
Number of SMEs
Improving customers satisfaction
22
44
Increasing revenue
20
40
Reducing processes
5
10
Reducing operating cost
3
6
Total number of SMEs
50
100
Table 6: Anticipated Benefits from Using ERP and BI Systems by Revenue more than 200 Million Baht
% of Responses
Number of SMEs
Reducing operating cost
45
79
Improving customers satisfaction
7
12
Reducing processes
3
5
Increasing revenue
2
4
Total number of SMEs
57
100
Table 7: Anticipated Benefits from Using ERP and BI Systems by Revenue between 51- 200 Million Baht
% of Responses
Number of SMEs
Improving customers satisfaction
15
42
Reducing processes
11
31
Increasing revenue
5
14
Reducing operating cost
5
14
Total number of SMEs
36
100
Table 8: Anticipated Benefits from Using ERP and BI Systems by Revenue less than 51 Million Baht
% of Responses
Number of SMEs
Reducing operating cost
99
66
Reducing processes
32
21
Improving customers satisfaction
14
9
Increasing revenue
6
4
Total number of SMEs
151
100
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Table 9: Anticipated Benefits from Using ERP and BI Systems by Owners Role
% of Responses
Number of SMEs
Reducing operating cost
21
62
Reducing processes
9
26
Improving customers satisfaction
2
6
Increasing revenue
2
6
Total number of SMEs
34
100
Table 10: Anticipated Benefits from Using ERP and BI Systems by Major Stakeholder Role
% of Responses
Number of SMEs
Reducing operating cost
18
53
Improving customers satisfaction
12
35
Reducing processes
2
6
Increasing revenue
1
3
Total number of SMEs
33
100
Table 11: Anticipated Benefits from Using ERP and BI Systems by ICT Responsible Person
% of Responses
Reducing processes
100
87
Reducing operating cost
11
10
Increasing revenue
3
2
Improving customers satisfaction
1
1
Total number of SMEs
115
100

This paper identified three key strategies of the program for analyzing its effects
on the SMEs and the factors that SMEs
considered for deciding current/future
adoption of ICT. These are: (1) availability
of ERP and BI systems for SMEs; (2) free
training and consultation services; and (3)
subsidy of first year cost.
Quality and responsiveness of consultants was the most important deciding
factor for SMEs to continue or acquire future ICT. Respondents perceived that the
training and consultation provided in the
program can ease their concerns on ICT
adoption. Consultants were perceived as
skillful and knowledgeable. They were able
to help them understand how ICT can be
applied to their business. The consultants
also worked closely with SMEs for the
installation and set-up of the ICT and for
training their staff on how to use ICT tools
effectively.
After the program, all respondents
agreed that they have better understanding
of the potential benefits from ERP and BI
systems especially on cost control, and on
process organization. They claimed that
they obtained better visibility of business

performance on a timely manner. Though
successful ICT implementation, particularly ERP, has been found difficult in many
research studies as it requires careful planning, dedicated and specialized resources,
and buy-in from top management and employees (Holland & Light, 1999), respondents still emphasized the important roles of
consultants in helping them successfully
implement the ICT system. It can then be
construed that the expertise of consultants
significantly increases the confidence of
SMEs in ICT making it an important decision-making factor to continue or to adopt
ICT in the future. This result is consistent
with the findings of previous researches in
developing countries. Ramayah et al.
(2007) stated the important roles the consultants play in the success of ERP implementation which include: effectively managing the plan, fitting the business requirements to the system, and training users to use the system.
Easiness to use and implement the
ICT platform provided in this program was
considered as the next important factor that
affects SMEs decision to adopt ICT. The
ERP system in the program provided all
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basic business functions with user friendly
interface including sale order processing,
inventory control, order purchasing and
accounting functions. All of these adequately meet most SMEs requirements. The
BI system provided a user experience similar to Microsoft Excel or Access but with
more powerful database management and
better visualization. SMEs did not feel that
the systems are complex to learn and use.
In addition, both systems run on cloud
technology which can shorten the installation time and reduce maintenance efforts as
all the hardware and software are readily
available, pre-set up and well maintained
by service providers. While SMEs may not
understand the technology well, they perceived that the ICT platform provided is
easy to use and implement.
While many researches referred to the
high-cost of ICT investment as one of the
key barriers of ICT adoption, one-year financial support by the agency in this program did not show strong effects on SMEs
decision or current/future decision to adopt
ICT across clusters of SMEs by revenue or
industry. Many SMEs perceived that the
subscription fee of the ERP and BI systems,
which is at 9.99 USD (356 Baht) per month
per user, is insignificant or even negligible
in deciding for ICT adoption. This means
that participants gave more interest on
quality of consultant support and easiness
of the ICT systems to use and implement.
They only considered the one-year cost
subsidy as an incentive to participate in the
program; however, without this approach,
SMEs also agreed that they may miss the
opportunities in realizing the benefits of
ICT.

5. Conclusion, Implications and
Limitations
The major contribution of this study is
to understand the factors that influence the
ICT adoption of SMEs in Thailand and the
effects of government initiative on the
matter. The findings revealed that providing skillful and knowledgeable consultants
and experts to help SMEs implement ICT
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solutions significantly affects the positive
decision or current/future decision to adopt
ICT. Another important influence is the
type of technology that must fit in the nature of the SMEs’ business and be simple
and cost effective at the same time. With
these two factors combined, SMEs were
more confident in adopting ICT as they
better understood the benefits of ICT and
felt positively toward the successful use
and implementation of ICT to grow their
business. Perceived challenges noted in this
study are consistent with previous
researches such as: perceived complexity
of ICT, lack of ICT benefits, and lack of
resources and support (Taylor & Murphy,
2004). This study, however, did not find
strong relationship between a one-year
cost-free offering to the adoption of ICT.
SMEs perceived it as only an incentive to
participate in the government program.
This paper also contributes to both
practical and academic knowledge. The
findings can be used as a guideline for
government agency to refine strategies on
how to effectively increase the adoption of
ICT. In addition, authors of the study argue
that providing qualified consultation service actually increases the confidence of
SMEs owners or managers on the use of
ICT and allow them to fully realize the its
benefits. Future researches can further investigate the relationship between SMEs
confidence in ICT benefits and their decision to continue or to adopt ICT in the future.
It should be noted that this research
also has limitations. Majority of SMEs in
who participated in this research are in the
manufacturing industry. As pointed out by
Yonazi and Marondo (2014), each SME
and industry segment has its own nature
and focus which influence the way SMEs
adopt ICT. SMEs from manufacturing sector may focus on cost reduction while
SMEs in the service sector may focus more
on customer satisfaction. SMEs in the ICT
industry may even adopt ICT differently as
they
already
have
technological
knowledge. Future research can be carried
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out with more balanced proportion of sample data in various industries to examine if
the findings in this research are still applicable. Another limitation of this study is its
sample size. It has to be increased in order
to improve the existing result.
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the importance of embodiment in the creative innovation process, and to highlight the skills and environment we need in order to thrive in the
21st century.
In the late 20th century, innovation stemmed from Thought Leadership. Advancement in technology such as the development of the Internet, allowed human beings easy access to information and knowledge. Think tanks and brain storming were the prevailing methods to innovate
with the focus on mental capabilities. Attention was directed to what and how, giving life to many
leadership academies and innovation hubs.
In the early 21st century, we find ourselves in an interconnected world where thousands of
books and millions of academic papers are written annually; where thousands of courses are
available; where an infinite amount of information on the internet is accessible; and where we
are daily flooded by numerous electronic messages and opportunities to engage in social networks and other online forums. Yet, we fail to find solutions to the multitude of social, economic
and political issues that humanity are facing.
The overload of information and numerous requests for attention bring about the need for new
skills to contextualize and discern what is needed and appropriate, what to keep, what to spend
time on, what to enhance and develop, what to save for later, and what to let go off. More importantly, humans need to activate new skills and abilities to innovate in a rapidly changing and
evolving complex environment. Innovation is no longer purely mental, but conceptual, which in
itself requires the need to enact different intelligences to sense into and anticipate what we will
need in the future.
The who and why become important to be able to access all the intelligences available to us to
conceptualize, internalize, integrate and articulate innovations within relevant contexts and
across various disciplines. There is a direct link between how we see, feel and think about
ourselves, our creative potential, others, our environment and the world at large and our ability
to be innovative and creative.

Keywords: Embodiment, innovation, applied knowledge, creativity, awareness

1. Introduction
There once was a farmer who grew
excellent quality corn. Every year he won
the award for the best grown corn. One
year a newspaper reporter interviewed him
and learned something very interesting
about how he grew it. The reporter discovered that the farmer shared his seed corn
with his neighbors. ‘How can you afford to
share your best seed with your neighbors

when they are entering corn in competition
with yours each year?’ the reporter asked.
‘Why sir,’ said the farmer, ‘didn’t you know?
The wind picks up pollen from the ripened
corn and swirls it from field to field. If my
neighbors grow inferior corn, cross pollination will steadily degrade the quality of
my corn. If I grow good corn, I must help
my neighbors grow good corn’ (Anonymous).
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We are all gifted with an equal amount
of creative energy and potential, which
only becomes destructive once obstructed.
We generously share corn when natural
flow is allowed and when we activate, access, embody, and apply our unexplored
potential; a field of potential is spontaneously co-created. We cross-pollinate and
foster creative innovation the moment we
share our creative intelligence and insights
with others.

2. Creative Energy
2.1 Creative Innovation
To understand the missing link in creative innovation it is important to understand the context of creative innovation.
The word ‘context’ comes from the Latin
word, ‘contexere’, which means ‘to weave
together’. Creative innovation can be
thought of as a marriage between creativity
and innovation, as we weave new possibilities together. This astonishing process
starts with creative energy, followed by a
process of embodiment and expression.
Most people see creativity and being
an artist as one and the same; however,
such a point of view is quite limited. Creativity takes on many forms and expressions,
and is almost impossible to define. It can
be described as the ability to construct new
concepts that were not noticed or were irrelevant before and to make something out
of it; to create something out of nothing; to
connect unrelated concepts and create
something new from them; to perceive new
ways of being, relating, and doing; etc. The
psychologist Rollo May (1975) describes
creativity as “the process of bringing
something new into being”. This can be
anything that did not exist before: an idea,
a new arrangement, a painting, or a story.
Innovation can be perceived as the
ability to improve, enhance, or expand existing concepts, objects, or relationships, or
to find a better way.
2.2 The Power of Creative Energy
The entire universe is made from energy; manifesting in and flowing through

all of the varied forms of creation. Dan
Millman (1993) explained this energy as
the mysteries spark that allows all living
organisms, including plants and human
beings to move, reproduce, respond and
grow. He noted, “The dynamic nature of
energy demands expression and, release.
The powerful force of creative energy
breaks new ground, driving past old barriers and old perspectives. But this energy
has a compelling force that cannot be
stopped.” Energy becomes destructive if it
is not directed in a constructive way. Originality and innovation in any area of life is
the result of the positive direction and application of creative energy. Self-directed,
centered, and self-assured, qualities, such
as inner security and confidence, provide
the most favorable conditions for creativity
to blossom.
The effect is astonishing when we become aware of, embody and express our
creative potential and energy in an intended,
focused, and directed way. Most humans
are not even able to comprehend the possible outcomes. Edward Lorenz’s discovery
illustrates this effect.
In 1963, Edward Lorenz invited the
New York Academy of Science to view his
new theory with ‘butterfly eyes’ (fresh
eyes). In its simplest form, his theory stated:
“A butterfly could flap its wings and
set molecules of air in motion; which would
move other molecules of air, in turn moving
more molecules of air- eventually capable
of starting a hurricane on the other side of
the planet.” (Lorenz, 1963)
But his peers looked with ‘caterpillar
eyes’ at his new found theory. He was ridiculed and laughed at; they all thought such
a notion was preposterous. Thirty years
later, physics professors proved his theory.
The butterfly effect was authentic, accurate
and viable; thus, the first movement of any
form of matter, including humans, brings
about the butterfly effect. The continuum
of human potential includes all our intelligences: creative, spiritual, emotional, mental, and physical. Innovation is possible
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once we put these intelligences in motion;
thus, directing them purposefully. To be
able to direct them, first, we need to become aware of them and then embody them.
This embodiment means we are able to
presence, personify, and hold the intelligence before we shape, expand, transmit
and share it.
2.3 The Integrative Creative Process
The natural impulse within all living
systems is the inherent need to evolve. One
way is through creative innovation. Sadly,
most people start at the wrong end of the
continuum and have unrealistic expectations about the expression or outcome of
creative potential. Their understanding
misses an intricate and vital step. The evolutionary, creative process starts with the
impulse itself. In the event where the impulse is not embodied, the expression,
thereof, is not grounded, anchored, viable
and sustainable. In such cases we often
hear the phrase ‘airy fairy’ because it stays
as a pure mental energy.
The life cycle of a butterfly beautifully explains why embodiment is the missing
link in creative innovation. A caterpillar
becomes a butterfly by evolving in four
completely different forms: egg, caterpillar,
pupa, and butterfly. The caterpillar becomes an eating machine. In human nature,
you could see it as the insatiable need to
know, learn and experience; however, not
much is absorbed, digested, internalized,
and applied during this process of discovery. The caterpillar cannot innovate or create. It is too busy consuming, and even eats
the leaf onto which it was birthed.
The transformation process starts
when the caterpillar is fully grown and
ready for the next transformation. The creative transmutation and birth of the magnificent butterfly happens through the process of assimilation, integration, and embodiment inside the chrysalis. The butterfly
makes its glorious entrance into the world
once this sacred process is completed and
when the new identity is fully embodied. In
this ‘cocoon’ phase, humans develop a
deep level of self-awareness, as well as
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awareness of the deep self (those aspects
not visible and evident on the outside), the
deep self of others, and of existence, the
environment, and situations we find ourselves in. This level of awareness has a
direct relation to our ability to be creative
and to innovate. When absent, we are not
able to weave things together.
In the modern world, we expect people who are still stuck in the ‘caterpillar’
phase to be creative and innovative. We
skip the creative impulse phase all together
as it is not clearly understood. The creative
impulse needs to be recognized, owned,
orientated, grounded, held, and magnetized
before it can be fully expressed and directed. Most people, however, want to
force the expression and outcome, missing
the embodiment aspect, and therefore the
awareness of the impulse and the expression thereof; both are vital parts of the creative process. The creative impulse easily
stays a pure mental concept when the embodiment aspect is ignored or excluded.
The creative idea is unable to evolve into a
fully, alive possibility. In other words, we
ignore the human and their sense of self,
and their ability to relate to self, others and
the world.

3. Embodiment
3.1. Understanding Embodiment
Embodiment is a term widely used to
represent, personify or express something
in a tangible or visible form. It can be described as the presencing of a phenomena
or a concept by transforming it from a
mental idea into a physical experience.
The concept of ‘embodiment’ in this
paper expands that notion and denotes
whole person living, experiencing, thinking,
feeling and sensing. In this context, a
‘whole person’ means an individual who
has the awareness, and is able to enact and
presence the entire continuum of human
capacities, thus both the left and right brain
capacities, and who possesses knowing,
curiosity and wonder, and all our intelligences (mental, emotional, physical, spiritual, energetic, creative, sensory, visceral,
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diffuse, intuitive, conceptual, kinesthetic,
spatial, etc.). A ‘whole person’ equally enacts reflective and scientific knowledge, as
well as knowledge obtained through observation and experience. Furthermore, on
one hand ‘whole person’ living includes
rational, logical, analytical, and sequential
thought, and an action-based, direct,
goal-orientated, and scientific approach to
solve problems and be innovative. On the
other hand, the individual is also aware of
insights and revelations in a less direct way
by enacting the imagination, deep listening,
intuitive hunches, gut feelings, symbolic
thinking, associative thinking, embodied
thinking, synthesis, co-operation, intention,
receptivity, sensitivity, conception, spiritual
awareness, inspiration, vision and creativity.
3.2 The Role of Awareness
The human is a central part and a
channel for the creative impulse to reveal
itself to the world. The impulse is not able
to find its place in the world when the human is not centered, empowered, and able
to tap into all his/her intelligences. The
enactment and stimulation of all these intelligences enable the fullness and totality
of the impulse to be expressed and directed.
The abilities we require to win a chess
game might shed some light on this notion.
In a chess game we have to use our imagination, be able to read our opponent’s energy, and sense into what is about to
emerge. We not only need self-awareness,
but have to be interested and involved, and
aware of the other player and the game. We
simultaneously have to engage, think, and
respond with near the speed of light. This
requires us to be fully present; with both
our wings intact and ready to fly. Both our
wings mean we have to enact and engaging
our left and right brain abilities spontaneously whenever needed; thus, using both
our reason and intuition. Mindfulness and
anticipation are vital as we tap into every
possible move our playmate intends to
make. We need to be able to read his/her
mind and body language. We also have to

be completely open and receptive to the
next best move, and be able to adapt our
strategy during the course of the game.
It is impossible to win a chess game
when we are distracted or when our attention is scattered. We need feelers, like octopus arms, to feel and sense into what is
about to transpire from a variety of angles.
Logic plays a very small role in this process. Our absolute focus on the game is
imperative. These are all examples of embodied/ embodiment abilities, whilst being
fully present and available to the moment.
The ‘Who’, deep self-awareness and
self-precedence, has a direct influence on
self-worth, self-autonomy, and self-trust.
Awareness of the deep self, of others, and
of the environment at a level beyond the
surface is the foundation of trusting others
and the process. Trusting the process as it
evolves naturally, is a non-negotiable quality needed for creative innovation. This is
the reason why structured methodologies
hinder innovation as they cannot adapt fast
enough to natural changes in the environment.
The ‘Why’, the way we relate to and
how we see, feel and think about the deep
self, others, and the environment, dictates
our level and depth of engagement and
participation in life. The meaning we derive from engagement determines our
availability and involvement in innovation.
The results in the personal engagement
model of Kahn (1990), showed that psychological meaningfulness and psychological availability were positively associated
with engagement. In creative innovation,
the ‘Why’ is the driving force, the passion
and willpower, to move the process forward which can manifest as curiosity,
trusting intuitive hunches, endurance and
many more embodiment abilities which
will be described in the examples below.
3.3 Role Models from the Past
Respected inventors from the past
demonstrate the role of this notion of
awareness and trust in the creative innovation process, and its relationship to embodiment.
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3.3.1 Leonardo Da Vinci
Da Vinci is one of the best examples
of embodiment and embodied leadership in
his fields of expertise and innovation.
Nicholl (2004) described Da Vinci as “the
most relentlessly curious man in history”.
He was deeply in tune with, and observant
of what was happening around him and
was not satisfied with the opinions and
answers of others. He wanted to find out
for himself, and trusted his own ability to
discern.
Da Vinci truly cared about life and
was present in each moment. He wanted to
know why, how and what. He was deeply
aware of the interconnectedness and interdependence of life and all living organisms.
He was able to observe and listen deeply
and beyond what was happening on the
surface. Such an ability required tremendous self-awareness and trust. A remarkable polymath, he made connections between things that had no obvious relation to
each other at that time. He followed his
intuition and used all his senses to experience and understand life. He did not take
anything at face value. Da Vinci is the perfect example of mindfulness. He was so
focused on his inner impulses and discoveries, that he could not care what others
thought of his unconventional methods and
actions. Most of all, he was able to explore,
invent, excel, and create across different
disciplines. He understood how energy
flows, and how to combine his imagination
and intuition. Much of his explorations,
such as the dynamics of the human body,
were based on gut feelings and inner
knowing that there was more to uncover
and know.
Besides his curious, innovative and
creative abilities, Da Vinci was also an
excellent politician. He knew he needed
friends in high places who would commission him to create beautiful art, which in
turn allowed him to make his extraordinary
discoveries in other fields. He understood
the value of intentional, collaborative, and
win-win partnerships.
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3.3.2 George de Mestral
Stephens (2007) described a young de
Mestral having an inventive mind. In fact,
he received his first patent for a type of
model plane at the age of 12. His glory
arrived many years later when he discovered Velcro. He was an electrical engineer
returning from a hunting trip with his dog
in the Alps in 1941 when he observed
something peculiar. He noticed that the
Burdock Burr, a tiny seed covered in hundreds of hooks, naturally catch onto the
microscopic loops that cover fur, hair, and
clothing. He wondered if such an idea
could have a useful commercial application
when he observed the Burr clinging to his
clothes and to his dog’s fur. At that time,
coming back from a hunting trip, he was
not looking for an idea; he was merely observant, open and available to his environment. His level of awareness and inborn
curiosity made him ask questions, and encouraged him to study the Burr under a
microscope. He took responsibility for his
discovery, and was receptive to whatever
wanted to arise from this find. After 8 years
of research and perseverance, while enduring much ridicule from his colleagues, he
discovered Velcro.
De Mestral had to be present to his
environment to be able to observe the phenomenon. Moreover, his level of awareness
to notice this after a hunting trip, his innate
curiosity to ask questions about the possibilities of his find, his inner drive to pursue
and explore the commercial application,
and his persistence to make it work, made
the link possible. Despite being an electrical engineer, he was open to a field in
which he had no education or experience.
He trusted his intuition and inner knowing
that he was ‘onto a discovery’ and that
something will arise from his observation.
His discovery changed the entire apparel industry at that time in history. He
was able to connect unseemingly and unnoticed connections between a plant and a
commercial use thereof in clothing. Furthermore, he was an explorer and discoverer. He also found that nylon threads re-
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tained their shape and was resilient when
woven in loops and treated with heat. He
wanted to use this concept in his invention;
however, it did not work well. On the verge
of giving up, a new idea emerged on de
Mestral. He was not afraid to put his ideas into action, and to try out new things.
The actual mechanizing of his invention
took 8 years; not his idea development. He
was not rigid and not set on only one idea;
he was open to a variety of solutions, and
never gave up. These are all examples of
embodied/embodiment qualities.
3.3.3 Steve Jobs
A modern day inventor and sure leader in his field, Steve Jobs was a creator and
an innovator who was able to anticipate
and bring to life a concept that changed the
way we communicate with each other. Jobs
persevered regardless of many perceived
failures and losses. He wanted to co-create
something long-lasting, and unforgettable;
and one that would change the world. He
was fully present and aware to what would
improve life and sensitive to his environment. Jobs was a master storyteller, and
knew exactly how to articulate and share
his vision with others, and in doing so inspire innovation. He carefully took time to
find the best metaphors to relay his message. He knew how to engage the imagination, and how to utilize and direct collective energy. Steve surrounded himself not
only with brilliant people, but he wanted
them to ‘fall in love with Apple’. His innovation and anticipatory skills were evident in even the way Jobs hired people.
According to Nadin (2008), when Jobs
recruited John Sculley to become the president of Apple Computer, he asked, “Do
you want to continue to sell sugar water, or
do you want to change the world?”
The environments you work in stimulate not only synchronicity, but innovation.
This awareness and receptivity were some
of the reasons for the design of the Pixar
building where Jobs envisioned and created
a huge atrium: a big empty space in the
center of the building. He wanted to create
an open area that will allow constant com-

munication, discussion and exploration
between individuals, because such an embryonic space stimulates and encourages
ideas conception and expansion. They
eventually had all their meetings in this
magnificent, creative space. Muller, T., and
Becker, L. (2012) noted, “In an age of intellectual fragmentation, Jobs insisted that
the best creations occurred when people
from disparate fields were connected together, when our distinct ways of seeing the
world were brought to bear on a singular
problem.”
Jobs embodied, personified, and expressed his vision authentically. There was
a level of integrity and determination visible which not many humans display. He
stayed true to his vision and did not give up.
These are embodied qualities that are necessary in the 21st century for creative innovation.

4. New Abilities and Skills Needed in
21st Century
4.1. Overload of Information
The arrival of the Internet and mobile
technology in the last half of the 20th century ensured easy access to information
that was not previously easy accessible.
Thought leadership was thriving, and intellectual knowledge, externally obtained,
became the norm. Thinking caps were put
on which are quite a serious affair.
The 21st century meanwhile, became a
conceptual era where there is a need to
digest, internalize, assimilate, integrate,
and employ all this knowledge and information obtained externally. In this new
epoch, thought leadership alone will no
longer lead the way to new discoveries and
innovation; however, the ability to tap into
all the knowledge available will provide
the opportunity. Once digested, new concepts can be conceptualized by connecting
unrelated things with each other across
disciplines and industries which are
demonstrated previously by Lorenz, Da
Vince, and de Mestral.
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4.2 Interconnected World
The silo effect is dissolving as we start
to realize that everything is interconnected
and interdependent. The butterfly effect
does not influence only one area of life; it
influences all of life. We begin to understand that different disciplines are all intertwined as each influences the other directly (such as science, law, commerce, art
and social sciences, health, humanities,
education, agricultural sciences, engineering,
etc.).
Cross-function
and
cross-pollination invention and innovation
meet, integrate, synergize, and converge
through embodiment and creativity. Creativity is a joyful and playful rendezvous
expressing our creative potential. Embodiment is a luscious and meaningful love
affair with all our intelligences.
4.3 Human Potential
All the information and knowledge
available enable us to uncover and experience the full continuum of human potential
that stretches far beyond logic. We are still
in our baby shoes as we discover the wonders when we engage our body, mind, and
spirit connections as integrated human beings. We are no longer indifferent to our
other intelligences such as our intuition,
kinesthetic intelligence (athletes, dancers
and gymnasts have successfully applied
this ability for decades), imagination, sensory and feeling bodies, conceptual intelligence, creative intelligence, and spatial and
nature’s intelligences. By activating and
enacting these abilities, we are able to ascertain what is needed and appropriate,
what to keep and integrate, what to save for
later, and what to let go off. These abilities
assist us to make sense of all this
knowledge and information, and simultaneously guide us to conceptualize, and
contextualize beyond the purely analytical
premise in a rapid, ever changing and
evolving world. We have to be open, receptive, flexible, available, fully present,
mindful, and aware on all levels (self, others, existence, and environment) in order to
tap into and to leverage our human potential and creative innovative abilities.
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4.4 Interpretation and Incorporation
Embodiment abilities assist us to not
only respond with near the speed of light,
but also bring us back into the moment, and
guide us to anticipate what will be needed
in the future in this fast moving world. In
this way we open ourselves to creative innovation, and are able to make connections
between totally unrelated concepts and
things. This intimate process flows spontaneously across disciplines and industries as
we become more receptive and accepting
of our creative abilities.
We are able to translate the messages
and symbols we receive and perceive from
the field in a way that is useful for ourselves and others when we start to engage
all our intelligences. We can start by applying different types of thinking and questioning, such as creative, paradoxical, embodied, and associative thinking as we are
not comfortable to use these ‘muscles’.
They form stepping stones for us along the
way.

5. Non-negotiable Elements
5.1 Favorable Conditions
In order to harvest our creative energy,
the right conditions must be present. We
need to create a ‘garden’ similar to that of
the Pixar building constructed by Steve
Jobs, creating the space for synchronicity
to occur and for innovation to be fostered.
The ‘garden’ needs the right atmosphere
that will nurture mutual understanding, and
will aid in the processes to allow the seeds
to grow into beautiful fruit bearing plants.
5.2 Attitude and Resultant Experience
The right attitude towards creative
innovation and embodied practices is even
more imperative. Ideas need to be allowed,
honored, acknowledged, inspired, nourished and supported. Poisonous opinions,
ridicule, and judgment like Lorenz, Da
Vinci, de Mestral, and many other inventors and creative people had to endure, do
not enhance the creative process. We
need patience to allow the seed to become
a sprout, which in turn will become a full
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grown plant, which in turn will become a
beautiful flower or bear fruit. This ‘garden’
requires not only nourishment, but the
weeds need to be removed regularly (those
limiting beliefs and habits). Non-action and
waiting are not the same concepts as patience.
As we begin to understand and apply
the missing link in creative innovation as
we embody creative impulse, we access
another interesting experience of fulfillment and joy. The ‘Joy’ factor is the natural
outcome when we embody, express and
direct our creative potential and energy in a
purposeful way.

2017, I introduced a variety of embodiment
techniques and practices that assist individuals in the creative innovation process
as we activate, explore, and strengthen our
creative energy muscles. A few examples
of such practices, which operate on an integrated body-mind-spirit level, are: Mindfulness Practices, Presencing Techniques,
Essential Inquiry, Intuitive Techniques,
Quantum Thinking and Questioning, Embodied Thinking and Questioning, Associative Thinking and Questioning, Symbolic
Thinking, Creative Thinking, Whole System Thinking, Grafting, Guided Visualizations, Meditations, Extra-sensory Experiences, and Conscious Breathing Exercises.

6. Embodiment Techniques
6.1 About Versus Experience
To talk about or to hear/read something is very different from experiencing it.
One practical example of experiencing our
personal energy is the following: With both
feet on the ground, whether in sitting or
standing position, shake your hands vigorously beside your body. Take a deep, slow
breath into your belly. Rub your hands together for a few moments. Feel the warmth
and heat ensuing. Put your hands upon
your heart. Notice and feel your heartbeat
for a moment. The warmth you created is a
sign of your personal, embodied energy.
Similarly, we only need to ignite our creative energy and allow it to flow.
Something happens inside our bodies
when we allow our creative energy to be
expressed and released in intentional ways;
those trillions of cells in our bodies start to
celebrate. An example is when we experience an aha-moment where our souls seem
to sing, and joy and ecstasy are released
through all our cells and neurons. Flow is
natural to us; our blood flows spontaneously without our direct intervention or
conscious instruction.
6.2 Embodiment Practices
In my ‘Innovate with Awareness’ experiences and interventions, which have
been facilitated in a variety of settings in
the business world from March 2013 to

6.3 Modalities Applied and Available
The innovation processes are skillfully
designed to utilize and integrate modalities
such as Critical, Collective and Reflexive
Inquiry; Neuropsychology, Positive Psychology, Developmental Psychology, Integral Psychology, Energy Psychology, Spiral
Dynamics, NLP, EFT, Artistic and Playful
Expression, Creative Process, BMSH
Connection, Advanced Human Potential
Techniques, Integrative, Embodiment and
Totality Techniques, Ideedledooing, Aesthetic Awareness, Extrasensory Perception
and Imagination.
6.4 Practical Research Examples of the
Effects of Enacting Whole Person/Embodiment Techniques during the
Innovation Process in the 21st Century
6.4.1 October 2015 – Accra Ghana – West
Africa Oil and Gas Talent Summit
A group of 42 participants from the oil
industry in West-Africa was introduced to
Associative and Symbolic Thinking.
Participants were asked to work in
groups of 6 people each and received 5
totally unrelated objects. They were requested to come up with practical solutions
to solve an industry related and relevant
problem on how to develop a workforce
steep in innovation and creativity, by using
the objects given to them. Each group came
up with innovative and practical ideas that
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they were not able to conceive when traditional and conventional ways of brainstorming and logical thinking were used. At
the end of the summit, they reported that
this way of symbolic and associative
non-linear thinking influenced their conclusions and subsequent next steps. They
agreed to integrate the knowledge each
group received and the overall insights and
experiences they gained into their workplace environments. A unanimous insight
was that they have to change their mindset
about business practices and how they treat
human beings in the workplace.
6.4.2 October 2016 – Pretoria South Africa - Public Transport Innovation Summit
A group of 78 participants from the
public transport industry in South Africa
was introduced to Symbolic, Associative
and Embodied Thinking to come up with
ideas that will attract more commuters to
use public transportation in South Africa.
The participants were divided into 8 groups
and were given 5 totally unrelated objects
to instill creative thinking by enacting
Symbolic and Associative Thinking. Each
group came up with innovative and creative ideas. Aside from creating a bond between strangers and competitors, a congenial atmosphere broke all boundaries.
‘Idea Graphs’ were created for each idea
that are accessible on their knowledge portal for inspiration and encouragement. Each
group had to presence and embody their
solutions without using words; each participant had to actively participate in this
part of the exercise. The creative ways of
expressing and personifying their solutions
were highly innovative and stirred up many
emotions as these expressions were authentic and heart-felt within their particular
landscapes of operations. The feedback was
phenomenal. Each participant was inspired
and felt supported by the process.
6.4.3 June 2017 – Johannesburg South
Africa – 2nd Public Transport Innovation
Summit
A group of 74 participants from the
public transport industry was introduced to
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Symbolic, Associative and Embodied
Thinking to solve several, related issues at
3 different occasions during the Summit.
An online voting system platform
(www.mentimeter.com), was used to capture
not only insights but participants’ experiences with non-conventional creative
thinking practices. These participants represented countries such as Brazil, South
Africa, Tanzania, and Windhoek. Language
barriers of Portuguese and English were
gracefully overcome as participants engaged in creative thinking and embodied
practices to come up with innovative, practical and inspirational ideas. The participants were divided into 10 groups. Each
group received different objects and visual
aids for each exercise. In the first exercise,
they had access to a table number, a color
and a quality. Each group had to use these
clues to assist them in actualizing their
personal intentions for their participation
during the summit. In the second exercise,
each group were given one, totally unrelated object to be used to create a marketing campaign that will educate commuters
about the use and purpose of public transportation and to entice them to use it. The
creative and mental energy in the room was
palpable. Enthusiasm took on another
meaning as strangers and competitors
bonded again in a fashion that can only be
explained in one word: coherence. In the
3rd exercise, each group was given a page
with a different color, an action and a
number. They were allowed to use the object from the previous exercise should they
wished to do so. Each group had to use
Symbolic and Associative Thinking to come
up with practical actions and ideas on how
each person in the group can participate in
growing the society that was established
during the event. Embodied Thinking was
again used to demonstrate their particular
point of action to the rest of the group by
acting it out and presencing the ideas
without speaking or using words. Again
creativity ensued that would not have been
possible by logical and rational thinking
alone. Aside from strengthening the rela-
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tions built throughout the summit, closeness, determination and group dynamics
developed as participants dipped into intelligences that they were not accustomed in
using. Their feedback, both verbally and on
Mentimeter, were evident of the effect of
enacting embodiment practices not only
during the innovation processes but during
daily activities and meetings in the workplace.
Curiosity, being fully present, playfulness, imagination, intuition, sensory
abilities and the excitement that were generated throughout the processes, were all
big contributors to igniting and purposefully directing creative energy.
6.5 Supporting Endorsements by Esteemed Scholars in the Field of Innovation in 2017
Scholars, Prof. Piero Formica from the
Maynooth University in Ireland, and Prof.
Noboru Konno from the Tama Graduate
School of Management and Graduate
School of System Design and Management
(SDM), Keio University and the Japan Innovation Network both highlighted and
emphasized the importance of a Whole
Person approach in innovation during their
expositions on June 13 and 14 2017 entitled “Open Innovation 2.0 Conference” in
Cluj, Romania.

7. Insight and Conclusion
A lot of people are unhappy, frustrated
and unfulfilled because their creative energy is not allowed, expressed, and embodied.
It is either blocked or inhibited, which is
against their true nature to evolve. Deep
dissonance is experienced, not only on a
heart level, but on a cellular and molecular
level.
Endless possibilities can occur when
we start to direct and engage our creative
energy in a more embodied, intentional and
anticipatory way. The level of deep awareness of self, others and existence, has a
direct relation to the level of the creative
innovation.
Henry Ford once said: “Enthusiasm is
the yeast that makes your hopes shine to

the stars. Enthusiasm is the sparkle in your
eyes, the swing in your gait. The grip of
your hand, the irresistible surge of will and
energy to execute your ideas.”

8. Related Studies
8.1 The Theory of Multiple Intelligences
Dr. Howard Gardner, professor of education at Harvard University, developed
the theory of multiple intelligences in 1983
which suggests that the traditional notion of
intelligence, based on I.Q. testing, is far too
limited. Dr. Gardner (1983) proposed eight
different intelligences to account for a
broader range of human potential in children and adults. This theory has strong
implications for adult learning, development, creativity, and innovation.
8.2 Self-Actualization and Creativity
Maslow’s (1980) "hierarchy of needs",
expresses the idea that human beings have
a set order of needs: Water and food come
first, then security, the sense of belongingness, and ultimately self-actualization i.e.,
realizing one's potential. The desire to innovate is low on the priority list when your
basic needs are not fulfilled such food and
water, and safety. The higher levels of the
hierarchy of needs lend themselves more
towards creativity and innovation.
Furthermore, Maslow, in the 1960’s
invented the term peak experiences, which
he believed contain two components: an
emotional one of ecstasy and an intellectual
one of illumination. He proposed that these
peak experiences lead to self-actualization
which is a strong motivation to improve
oneself and realize one’s talents and abilities in as many ways possible. These peak
experiences bring a sense of contemplation
and a fusion with what he called the value
of being (B-Values) such as truth, beauty,
aliveness, simplicity, goodness, fairness,
wholeness, uniqueness, effortlessness,
richness and playfulness. Peak experiences
open us up to the creative process.
Mark Runco and his colleagues
(Runco, Ebersole, & Mraz, 1991) used the
Short Index of Self-Actualization to assess
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self-actualization and found a positive relationship between self-actualization scores
and two measures of creativity.
8.3 Sensory Intelligence
Carla Hannaford, PhD (2005) a leader
in neuroscientific observation and research
in recent years, who focuses on the new
paradigm of body-mind unity, discovered
that thought, creativity and learning arise
from experience. She discovered that as we
experience, we bring in information and
build the neural networks that allow us to
use that information so we may better understand the world and how to thrive in it.
Hannaford noted, “A major component of
experience is sensory input from our environment via our eyes, ears, taste buds, nose
and skin; and from our bodies via nerve
receptors on each muscle and organ.” Her
latest research insights assist humanity to
better understand the human mind, thought,
emotion, learning, imagination, creativity
and the full spectrum of our capacities.
Other scholars such as Rivlin, R. and
Gravelle, K, (1984) have discovered that
we have more sensory abilities than the 5
senses we are aware of and that all of these
sensations give us images of ourselves and
our world, and provide the essential raw
material from which knowledge, thought
and creativity arise. They discovered 14
other senses with known receptor sites,
such as the sense of magnetic orientation,
atmospheric pressure, airborne ionic
changes, UV, sense of wet and dry, etc.

9. Recommended Areas for Further
Research
To take this body of knowledge to the
next level, the areas for research in the
succeeding sections are currently being
investigated and explored. Students and
young entrepreneurs from 5 Continents will
participate in a Whole Person Online
Journey and Experience in 2017 where
they will have the opportunity to enact
Whole Person abilities such as those mentioned in this paper, which have the potential to not only impact their level of awareness, perceptivity, receptivity, and the way
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they absorb information, but will also enable abilities such as self-organizing,
self-generating, self-adjusting, self-efficacy
and self-precedence which are all needed to
thrive in the 21st century. This research will
be shared during an innovation conference
in Melbourne Australia in December 2017
and at the “IAM Conference” in Japan in
February 2018.
9.1
The Necessity of
Enacting
Self-Organizing Intelligence in 21st Century Innovation
In a world where we need to create
and develop our own opportunities, where
we are no longer guaranteed a cozy job, a
good salary and ample benefits because we
have tertiary education, the self-organizing
principle becomes highly important in
terms of creativity, invention and innovation. This body of knowledge has been
emerging over the last two decades and the
emergent resulting possibilities are becoming invaluable. Wheatley, J. M. (2006)
proposed that the self-organizing principle
plays a big role in creativity and results in
the creation of strong, adaptive systems
through which new strengths and capacities
emerge as an outcome of new relationships
that form during the process. A network of
independent relationships ensues when
people with similar interests and passion
meet. They begin to organize themselves,
and discover how to work together and
make things happen.
9.2 Sensory Intelligence and Genius
Extrasensory ability and sensory intelligence in relation to giftedness, genius and
invention is another area worth investigating for further research. According to
Dabrowski, K., and Piechowski, M. (1977),
our developmental potential is expressed by
excitabilities (OEs: heightened emotional,
intellectual, imaginational, sensual, and
psychomotor experiences), individual interests and capabilities, and a drive to autonomy known as the Third Factor.
Giftedness, genius and innovation are
inseparable. Houston, J. (1982) proposed
that “a lot” of giftedness, though by no
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means all, is possible by engaging heightened perceptual and sensory awareness, and
the full spectrum of human intelligence that
includes the visual, auditory and kinesthetic,
emotional and intuitive intelligences.
9.3 Intuitive Abilities and Discernment
Both logic and intuition are needed in
the creative process. Moreover, our intuitive
abilities are essential in the 21st century to
assist us in discerning the information that is
valuable to us so we do not drown in the
overload of information.
Gerd Gigerenzer, a director at the Max
Planck Institute for Human Development,
talked about intuitive hunches as the instinctive understanding of which information is unimportant and can thus be discarded. He feels that he is both intuitive and
rational. He responds to intuitive hunches in
his scientific work and his instinct in his
personal life. Gigerenzer (2007) noted, "I
can’t explain always why I think a certain
path is the right way, but I need to trust it
and go ahead. I also have the ability to
check these hunches and find out what they
are about.”
9.4 The Effect of Altered States of Consciousness and Various Levels of Awareness in the Creative Process.
Altered states of consciousness impacts the ability to perceive ideas. Various
esteemed scholars such as Arthur Koestler
(1964) in The Act of Creation, Jacques
Hadamard (1945, 1980) in The Psychology
of Invention in the Mathematical Field,
Brewster Ghiselin (1952) in the Creative
Process and Stanley Krippner’s (1974 –
2012) many papers concerning the phenomena of creative work, have explored the
role that altered states of consciousness play
in the creative process. Further research in
this area can be beneficial to ‘whole person’
innovation and embodiment.
9.5 The Role of Self-determination in
Embodied Innovation
Theories such as self-determination
theory (Ryan & Deci, 2002) and psychological empowerment theory (Spreitzer,

1995) can be considered to expand the effect of embodiment in creative innovation.
9.6 Integrative and Totality Intelligence
and Creative Innovation
Polymaths and some of the greatest
inventors of our times have presenced,
embodied and directed integrative intelligences in terms of Gardner’s Theory of
Multiple Intelligences across multiple disciplines such as science, mathematics, art,
music and the likes. Leonardo da Vinci is
but one such exemplar. This is a field worth
exploring on a deeper level.
Students from Sri Lanka will enter a
‘Discovery with Awareness’ journey where
the effects of enacting our integrative and
totality intelligence will be experienced and
tracked.
9.7 Synchronicity and Serendipity
The awareness and deeper understanding of synchronicity, serendipity and
unconscious creativity are essential aspects
of the creative process. To be able to benefit
from the unexpected in the creative process,
it requires us to enact our embodiment
abilities such as being fully present at the
moment, mindfulness, essential inquiry,
intuition, quantum thinking and questioning,
embodied thinking and questioning, associative thinking and questioning, creative
thinking, and whole system thinking.
The work of esteemed scholars such as
Jung (1955), Koestler (1964), Peat (1987)
and Bohm (1980) demonstrated the important link between creative innovation
and synchronicity.
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Abstract
Cloud computing is gaining popularity in business and higher education settings but the decision to adopt cloud services has gone largely unexplored. Therefore, understanding the decision to adopt cloud services is more important than ever. This study developed a research
model that integrates factors related to both theoretical perspectives of technology acceptance
and cost of switching to cloud services and tested the model in the context of software cloud
services. The data was collected from undergraduate students in Taiwan. The results showed
that the learning costs and loss in performance costs significantly influenced user resistance to
change while user resistance to change and perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, and
social influence significantly affect their intention to use cloud services. Thus, the findings of this
study not only help researchers gain insights on cloud services adoption but also help cloud
service providers develop effective strategies to improve their products and services.

Keywords: Technology acceptance model, technology cost, cloud services, user resistance,
intention to use, Prezi

1. Introduction
1.1 Background
Cloud computing has recently received increasing attention in business and
information systems (IS) disciplines. Rayport and Heyward (2009) define cloud
computing as a new way to deploy computing technology to give users the ability to
access, work on, share, and store information using the Internet. With traditional
IT, users’ information can be trapped in
specific software that is available on a restricted set of devices. However, cloud services give users access to their information
anywhere and from any device (Lin et al.,
2009; Marston et al., 2011). Thus, moving
to cloud services makes users more efficient, facilitates collaboration, and helps
users have access to other digital resources.

1.2 Research Motivation and Purpose
Despite the advantages of cloud services for users, a few research was made on
the adoption of cloud. Most of the software
is delivered via cloud services. The only
way to generate sustainable revenue is to
provide software that attracts actual usage
and eliminates barriers to make effective
use of the software. Thus, it has become
crucial for software providers to understand
the needs and behavior of their users. Studying user acceptance is one important way
to gain insights of what users expect from
the cloud services.
Therefore, we need to understand the
individual intentions related to cloud services adoption. In particular, this study
attempt to focus on the context of online
software cloud services for individuals.
Several theories and models have been
developed to study the adoption of information technology, including the technol-
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ogy acceptance model (TAM) (Davis,
1989), TAM 2 (Venkatesh and Davis, 2000),
and the unified theory of acceptance and
use of technology (UTAUT) (Venkatesh et
al. 2003). However, those theories focus
only on IT being adopted, ignoring the potential impact of prior IT utilization by the
user on switching behavior.
To address the gap, this study integrates TAM and costs of switching to cloud
services into its model. Because the aim of
the authors is to explore users’ intention to
adopt cloud services for personal use, as
well as to investigate the factors that promote and prevent the adoption of cloud
computing.

2. Literature Review
2.1 Cloud Services and Adoption
2.1.1 Three Types of Cloud Computing
Services
The U.S National Institute of Standard
and Technology (NIST) says cloud computing consists of three service models. These
are Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform
as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a
Service (IaaS). SaaS applications are designed for end-users delivered over the web.
PaaS is a set of tools and services designed
to make coding and deploying those applications quick and efficient. IaaS is a hardware and software that powers it all – servers, storage, networks, and operating system (Mell and Grance, 2011). Among these,
IaaS and PaaS are enterprise-level services
and hence, not suitable for this study. This
study is concerned with SaaS cloud service
since the aim of this study is to gain insight
into the decision to switch from an individual level. SaaS refers to the delivery of a
software solution as a service using the
Internet rather than as a product that must
be installed on the user's computer (Ambrose and Chiravuri, 2010).
2.1.2 The Characteristics of SaaS Service
Model
Software-as-a-service (SaaS) has received significant attention recently as one

of three principal service models of cloud
computing. Sometimes referred to as
'on-demand software', SaaS allows users to
access a provider’s software or applications
which are hosted on cloud-based infrastructure (Mell and Grance, 2011). The
software or application may be accessible
through various interfaces and user devices,
such as web browsers or mobile applications. Usually, users cannot configure the
operating systems, servers, and networks
but only have access to the settings concerning their accounts. Some of the common examples of individual SaaS services
are Gmail, Google Docs, Dropbox, and
social media platforms.
The charge types of the Software as a
Service (SaaS) in cloud computing are different from the traditional perpetual license
software model. In the perpetual software
license model, the customer pays for the
total cost of licensing the software. SaaS is
typically charged for free, pay-as-you-use,
or subscription fee. Some SaaS providers
offer applications using the freemium
model. In this model, a free service is made
available with limited functionality or
scope and fees are charged for enhanced
functionality or a larger scope. Some other
SaaS applications are completely free to
users with revenue being derived from alternative sources such as advertising,
providing users a way to pay only for the
resources they need (Marian and Hamburg,
2012; Deeter and Jung, 2013). Also, SaaS
service has various advantages. They include reducing the need to install the software and operating system, a common task
of IT departments (Jadeja and Modi, 2012).
Rayport and Heyward (2009) also identify
the six major benefits of cloud services,
such as anywhere/anytime access to
cloud-based software, specialization, and
customization applications built on cloud
platforms, collaboration among users of
cloud-based services, cloud enabled processing power on demand, cloud-enabled
storage as a universal service, and cost
savings due to cloud efficiencies.
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Most of the software offerings are delivered via cloud services. In today’s software business, the only way to generate
sustainable revenue is to provide software
that attracts actual usage and reduces the
barriers to effective use of the software.
Thus, it has become crucial for software
providers to understand the needs and behavior of their users. Studying user acceptance is one important way to gain insights of what users expect from cloud services.
2.1.3 Cloud Services Adoption
For the purpose of understanding the
adoption of cloud services better, a number
of studies have been conducted. However,
most of them focused on organization users
of cloud computing but little is known
about how individuals adopt it (Li and
Chang, 2015).
Based on the Theory of Planned Behavior and the Technology Acceptance
Model, Li and Chang (2015) examine the
11 factors that influence individual intentions to use cloud computing for personal
needs, including individual attitude, subjective norm, perceived behavioral control,
perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use,
transferability of computer skills, perceived
risks, privacy concerns, security concerns,
vendor lock-in, and vendor reputation.
They conduct a survey to test the impacts
of these factors on individual intentions to
use cloud computing. The results confirm
the distinct roles of the factors.
Catteddu and Hogben (2009) report
that the most commonly used types of
cloud services are “SaaS,” followed by
“PaaS”. From this report, we understand
that SaaS appears to be the most attractive
solution among the several types of cloud
services. This leads to the need of finding
out how to deepen the understanding of the
factors of SaaS adoption (Wu, 2011).
Ambrose and Chiravuri (2010) examined the role of three factors in the personal
use of cloud services. They discovered that
two factors (age and experience) have a
significant role in the use of cloud service.
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Behrend et al. (2011) used the Technology Acceptance Model to examine
whether college students would adopt
cloud services. Their study found that students are more likely to adopt cloud services if it is easy to use and require little
effort.
Despite the advantages of cloud services, there is a little evidence on the adoption and switching to software cloud services at the individual level. Subsequently,
empirical studies in this area only examine
antecedents to individual adoption decisions, such as experience, perceived usefulness, and perceived ease of use (Ambrose and Chiravuri, 2010; Behrend, Wiebe,
London, and Johnson, 2011). Many other
factors that may influence individuals’
switching decisions have not been analyzed.
Therefore, this study integrates TAM and
switching cost perspective into research
model to explain why users switch to cloud
services.
2.2 Technology Acceptance Model
The acceptance and use of technology
have been the topic of research in the field
of IS. Understanding the adoption process
of cloud services is more important than
ever. To help evaluate the acceptance and
use of an information system, various
adoption theories and models have been
developed. Davis (1989) proposed the
original version of TAM based on the Theory of Reasoned Action (Fishbein and
Ajzen, 1975) to test how users come to
accept and use information systems. TAM
has become one of the most widely used
models in the field of information systems,
partly because of its understandability and
simplicity (King and He, 2006). TAM
states that ease of use and usefulness influence behavioral intention and ultimately
determine the use of systems. Davis defines
perceived usefulness as the expectation of a
prospective user that using a specific application system will enhance his or her job
performance. Perceived ease of use can be
defined as the degree to which the prospective user expects the target system to be
free from too much effort. According to
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TAM, the ease of use and perceived usefulness are the most important determinants
of actual system use. These two factors are
influenced by external variables. The attitude to use is concerned with the user’s
evaluation of the desirability of employing
a particular information system application.
Behavioral intention is the likelihood of a
person to use the application (Davis, 1989).
Later research has further validated
and extended TAM. Developed through a
review from eight prior models, the unified
theory of acceptance and use of technology
(UTAUT) has been also widely acknowledged and adopted in the current IS research (Venkatesh et al. 2003). The theory
states that social influence is a direct determinant of usage intention and behavior.
Social influence is defined as the degree to
which an individual perceives that people
important to him or her believe a new system should be used. If others who are important to the user believe he/she should
use the new information system, the user is
more likely to use it. Cloud services allow
users to facilitate collaboration. To gain a
comprehensive view of the adoption behavior in cloud services, this study also
include social influence in research model.
2.3 Switching Cost and User Resistance
2.3.1 Switching Cost
Switching to cloud services is a decision to reject old technology and adopt new
ones. Although extant TAM and UTAUT
help us understand adoption behavior, their
focus has been primarily on adoption enablers. Thus, to better understand the
switching behavior to cloud services, TAM
and switch costs explain the dual roles of
enablers and inhibitors that are relevant to
the user adoption research (Park and Ryoo,
2013). Switching costs are defined as the
overall cost associated with shifting from
one option to an alternative (Whitten and
Wakefield, 2006). Switching costs have
been well studied in marketing literature
and include time, money, and effort incurred when a customer changes from one

service provider or supplier to another
(Dang et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2011).
Based on previous research, switching
costs can be categorized into two major
groups: economic costs and intangible
costs (Whitten and Wakefield, 2006).
Economic costs refer to the monetary costs
of setting up and adapting to the new alternative and intangible costs are concerned
with the user’s psychological or relational
costs associated with the change. Other
studies have identified more detailed types
of switching costs, such as emotional costs,
learning costs, lost performance costs, and
sunk costs (Kim and Perera 2008; Dang et
al. 2015). Emotional costs refer to the psychological or emotional discomfort associated with the switch from one option to an
alternative, which can be attributed to the
individual’s loyalty to the prior option.
Learning costs are the costs associated with
learning how to adapt to the new alternative (Jones et al. 2002). Lost performance
costs refer to the loss of tangible or intangible benefits when switching to an alternative.
Sunk
costs
involve
the
non-recoverable expenditures of time, effort, and/or money that were already invested in establishing and maintaining the
prior option (Jones et al. 2002; Dang et al.
2015).
2.3.2 Resistance to Change
In IS research, resistance to change is
conceptualized as an adverse reaction of
users to a proposed change in IS (Martinko
et al. 1996).
User resistance is an important issue
in the implementation of information systems. However, despite the existence of
user acceptance literature, only a few address user resistance. A few studies have
proposed theoretical explanations of user
resistance (Kim and Kankanhal, 2009).
It is known that switching costs play
a major role in deciding whether to continue or discontinue the use of IS (Whitten
and Wakefield, 2006). Al-Rousan and
Hashish (2016) identified five resistance
factors that may affect the adoption of
cloud computing. They include security,
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complexity, privacy and trust, motivation,
and culture. Kim and Perera (2008) found
that one reason behind the resistance to
change is switching costs incurred by users.
Users who keep using software (e.g., Internet Explorer) are more likely to resist
shifting to software because the change
means costs, especially non-monetary costs,
such as time and effort.
Thus, switching costs would be one of
the main concerns of cloud services users
in deciding whether to use the new
cloud-based software or resist it. It is important to test the relationship between
switching cost and user resistance. This
study aims to better understand the role of
user resistance in the context of cloud services adoption.
2.4 Presentation Software and Prezi
Presentation software has been an
important tool for the last decade not only
to support business lectures but also for
academic projects (Huxham, 2010). Mi-
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crosoft Power Point has been the standard
presentation software since it was introduced in 1990. However, new cloud service platforms are emerging. One example
of this technology is Prezi, a free online
visual presentation tool launched in 2009
that allows the user to interact with the
content by moving around and zooming in
and out on a large canvas that can be filled
with images, videos, and text (Fransson
and Holmberg, 2012). Users can pan and
zoom, import media, collaborate with
someone from remote sites, and make the
presentation available online and offline.
(See Figure 1 for the screenshot.)
Prezi offers online service delivery in
which the software and associated data are
centrally hosted (Software as a service),
free from locally installed software. Prezi
allows users to read, write, and save online,
offers interpersonal content sharing, and
allows simultaneous editing with several
editors.

Figure 1: Screenshot of the Prezi Website
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3. Research Method
3.1 Hypotheses
By integrating the factors on technology acceptance model and switching cost
perspectives based on the ideas discussed
above, This study proposes the following
hypothesis.
Emotional costs refer to the psychological discomfort associated with the shift
from old software to a new one. If a user
had a very positive experience in using the
prior computer-based presentation software
(e.g. Microsoft PowerPoint) he would become loyal to that presentation software.
When required to move to a new
cloud-based software (e.g. Prezi), a significant amount of emotional costs may be
imposed on user. Previous IS research has
found that emotional costs significantly
influenced user resistance to change (Kim
and Perera, 2008). Hence, this study hypothesizes:
H1: Emotional costs will positively influence user resistance to shift to Prezi.
Learning costs are the costs associated
with learning how to adapt to the new alternative (Jones et al. 2002). Learning costs
mean the time and effort spent by students
to be familiar with the new cloud-based
software to perform their presentation tasks.
If a higher level of learning costs is perceived, a negative feeling may be formed
and lead to an increased degree of resistance to shifting to new cloud services.
Hence, this study hypothesizes:
H2: Learning costs will positively influence
user resistance to shift to Prezi.
The loss in performance costs are
perceptions on the benefits lost by switching between options (Jones et al. 2002).
These benefits are specific to the product,
service or in the context the computer-based presentation software that is currently being used. Previous research also
examined the relationship between the loss
in performance costs and user resistance to
change and found that loss in performance
costs had a significant positive impact on
user resistance to change (Kim and Perera,
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2008). In the context of cloud services
adoption, users would consider lost performance costs and worry about the loss in
switching software. Lost performance costs
would thus leads to user resistance because
of loss aversion. Hence, we hypothesize:
H3: Loss in performance costs will positively influence user resistance to shift
to Prezi.
Sunk costs mean the perceptions on
the investments and efforts already incurred in establishing and maintaining the
use of a tool (Jones et al. 2002). This investment may make users more reluctant to
switch to new cloud-based presentation
software. Kim (2011) found that sunk cost
had a significant positive impact on user
resistance to change to a new system. The
more sunk costs associated with the current
system, the less likely the user believes the
benefits outweigh the losses brought by the
new system. Hence, we hypothesize:
H4: Sunk costs will positively influence
user resistance to shift to Prezi.
One aspect of human behavior which
seems to be critical for technology acceptance is resistance to change which is
characterized by an adverse reaction of
users to proposed change in IS (Martinko et
al. 1996). Prior studies found that resistance affects IT acceptance and implementation (Cooper and Zmud, 1990; Jiang
et al., 2000). Hence, we hypothesize:
H5: User resistance to change will negatively influence the intention to use
Prezi.
Perceived ease of use is the degree to
which individuals view the use of cloud
services as easy to access, learn, and utilize.
Perceived usefulness refers to the prospective user’s view that using cloud services
will enhance his or her job performance.
TAM states that ease of use and usefulness
influence behavioral intention and ultimately determine the use of a system. Perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness
are the most important determinants of the
actual use of a system. Many studies have
confirmed that perceived ease of use and
perceived usefulness can affect the behav-
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ioral intention to use an information system
(Venkatesh and Davis, 1996, 2000). Udoh
(2012) also found that perceived usefulness
and perceived ease affect the adoption of
cloud services. Hence, this hypothesizes:
H6: Perceived usefulness will positively
influence the intention to use Prezi.
H7: Perceived ease of use will positively
influence the intention to use Prezi.
Social influence is defined as the degree to which an individual perceives that
people important to him or her believe that
a new system should be used. Cloud services allow users to facilitate collaboration.
If others who are important to the user believe he should use the new information
system, the user is more likely to use it.
Venkatesh et al. (2003) also found that social influence is a direct determinant of
usage intention and behavior. Hence, this
study hypothesizes:
H8: Social influence will positively influence the intention to use Prezi.
3.2 Measurement
In implementing this research based
on the proposed research hypotheses. The
task of measurement development was
performed. Items to be measured were developed for each construct with wording
changes to fit the context of this study. This
study adopted measurement items from
Kim and Perera (2008), Wu et al. (2013)
and Dang et al. (2015). Detailed measurement items are provided in the Appendix.
3.3 Data Collection
This research was conducted at a major university in Taiwan. A total of 75 undergraduate students participated in this
study in 2016. The survey was conducted
by distributing questionnaires (each question was translated in Chinese). The questionnaire was developed according to the
measurement items in the Appendix, with
nine constructs and 35 measurement items.
Each question was evaluated using a Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (strongly
disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).
Before answering the questionnaire
students were given an introduction to Pre-
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zi for approximately 50 minutes during
their computer course. After an introduction to Prezi, self-administered questionnaires were distributed to the students. A
total of 71 valid responses were received.

4. Data Analysis and Result
For this study, PLS (partial least
squares) path modeling was employed to
test the above hypotheses since it considers
both the complex model and relatively
small sample size. A major merit of using
PLS path modeling is that it requires a
minimum sample size of 30 (Wixom and
Watson, 2001). The PLS approach can be
less demanding with sample size and does
not require multivariate normal distribution
of dependent variables (Chin, Marcolin,
and Newsted, 2003).
4.1 Reliability and Validity
Data analysis was performed with
Smart-PLS software. According to Fornell
and Larcker (1981), it is acceptable that the
composite reliability (CR) value is higher
than 0.7 while the average variance extracted (AVE) value is higher than 0.5.
Table 1: Convergent Reliability and Validity.
EMC
LC
LPC
SC
URC
PU
PEOU
SI
BI

AVE
0.792
0.709
0.719
0.687
0.713
0.615
0.558
0.735
0.680

CR
0.919
0.907
0.910
0.896
0.901
0.888
0.827
0.917
0.864

Cronbach's α
0.904
0.863
0.867
0.892
0.865
0.841
0.708
0.881
0.764

R2

0.305

0.532

As shown in Table 1, the values of CR
were all higher than 0.7 and the values of
AVE are all higher than 0.5. Thus, according to the criteria of Fornell and Larcker,
the data has convergent reliability and validity.
4.2 Structural Model Assessment
Figure 2 shows the PLS results of the
research model. The results show that
learning costs had a significant positive
impact on user resistance to change with a
path coefficient of 0.239 (t-value = 2.150, p
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< 0.05). Therefore, H2 was supported.
However, emotional costs have no significant effect on user resistance to change.
This indicates that when adopting new
presentation software (such as Prezi), the

emotional costs associated with the shift do
not play a significant role in influencing
users’ perceptions or resistance to change.
So, H1 was not supported.

Social
Influence

Emotional
Cost

0.204** (3.038)

-0.041(0.288)
Learning
Cost

0.239*
(2.150)
User
Resistance
(R2=0.305)

0.325**
(2.685)
Lost
Performance
Cost

-0.221**
(3.052)
9**

0.388***
(4.204)

0.146
(1.238)
Perceived
Usefulness

Sunk
Cost

Behavioral
Intention
(R2=0.532)

0.238**
(3.146)

Perceived
Ease of Use

(Significant level: * 0.05 **0.01*** 0.001)
Figure 2: Model Test Result

The loss in performance costs had a
significant positive impact on user resistance to change, with a path coefficient
of 0.325 (t-value = 2.685, p < 0.01).
Therefore, H3 was supported. No significant relationship was found from sunk
costs to user resistance to change. Thus, H4
was not supported. The result indicates that
the money and effort the users had already
spent to be proficient in using the prior
presentation software did not have a strong
impact on their resistance to change. Both
learning costs and loss in performance
costs explained the 30.5% of the variance
in user resistance to change.
User resistance to change has significantly negative correlation with behavioral
intention to use the new presentation software, with path coefficient of - 0.221
(t-value = 3.052, p < 0.01) which supports
H5. Perceived usefulness, perceive ease of
use, and social influence had significant

impacts on the behavioral intention to use
the new presentation software, with path
coefficients of 0.388 (t-value = 4.204, p <
0.001), 0.238 (t-value = 3.146, p < 0.01),
and 0.204 (t-value = 3.038, p < 0.01), respectively. Therefore, H6, H67, and H8
were all supported.
The four significant factors of user resistance to change, perceived usefulness,
perceived ease of use, and social influence
explained the 53.2% of the variance in behavioral intention.

5. Implications and Conclusion
5.1 Contributions for Research
In this study, we developed a model
that integrates factors related to both theoretical perspectives of technology acceptance model and the cost of switching to
cloud services. The results showed that
learning costs and loss in performance
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costs significantly influenced users’ perceived resistance to change. It also found
that user resistance to change together with
perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use,
and social influence significantly affected
their intention to use the new software
cloud services.
This study makes contributions to existing literature by leveraging multiple theoretical lenses to investigate the adoption
of the new information system, incorporate
new factors (i.e., emotional costs, learning
costs, lost performance costs, sunk costs) to
the adoption model, integrating a variety of
adoption factors and different types of
switching costs into one model. This study
demonstrates the need to consider the
switching costs when examining the adoption success of information systems.
5.2 Implications for Managerial Practice
From the practical perspective, this
study has several important implications
for cloud service providers by drawing
attention to specific factors that either facilitate or hinder individual cloud services
adoption. First, the empirical results and
path coefficients provide some insight into
relative salience of these factors. Perceived
usefulness was observed to be one of the
main factors that influence cloud adoption.
Hence, cloud service providers should
proactively seek design strategies for developing more useful and advanced features to lure more target users and help
them in their transition. Providers should
customize their cloud services based on the
needs of users in as many ways as possible.
This would be useful for users who want to
develop their own extension. Managers can
also develop other strategies to promote
positive usefulness perceptions among users. For example, the user’s perceived usefulness can be explored to find ways to
improve this perception.
Second, when designing new cloud
services, it is important to consider the cost
of switching from the existing software to
the new one. To ensure a successful adoption of a new information technology, developers and managers should not only
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focus on developing advanced features but
also take into account the influence of users’
prior experience. It is important to examine
various types of switching costs. As shown
in this study, certain types of switching
costs can affect users’ resistance about
shifting to cloud services, which in turn
influence their attitude toward adoption.
Developers and managers need to be aware
of these and put effort on controlling various switching costs associated with the
adoption. For example, offering adequate
and easy-to-understand online training materials and video-based tutorials on how to
use the new technology can help users reduce their learning cost. Offering free
training at educational institutes may be
another effective way to motivate users to
experiment with cloud services and reduces
their switching costs.
5.3 Limitations and Future Directions
Despite having empirical findings in
this study, the findings have several potential limitations. Because the data for this
study was collected from students in Taiwan, the results could not be generalized to
other subjects. Future studies should use
various users as samples.
Second, it is considered as a
cross-sectional study. In order to gain an
in-depth understanding of the long-term
adoption and switching behavior of users,
the author suggests conducting a longitudinal study.
Finally, the need to create a model that
balances parsimony and comprehensiveness is one challenge faced by the author
(Plouffe, Hulland, and Vandenbosch, 2001).
In this study, we emphasize parsimony with
a focus on TAM and switching cost, while
leaving richness (more other adoption factors) to future research. Therefore, this
study only integrates factors affecting
technology acceptance and the cost of
switching to cloud services. There are other
adoption factors, such as task properties
and working environment which future
research should explore to extend the model developed in this study.
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Appendix: Measurement Items
Emotional
cost

EC1
EC2
EC3

Learning
cost

LC1
LC2
LC3

Lost
Performance
cost

LC4
LPC1
LPC2
LPC3
LPC4

Sunk cost

SC1
SC2
SC3
SC4

User
Resistance to
change

URC1
URC2
URC3
URC4

Perceived Usefulness

Perceived Ease
of Use

Social Influence

PU1
PU2
PU3
PU4
PU5
PEOU1
PEOU2
PEOU3
PEOU4
SI1
SI2
SI3
SI4

Behavioral
Intention

BI1
BI2
BI3

I would miss using my current presentation software if I switched.
I am more comfortable using my current presentation software if I
switched.
I would be regretful if I were to change my current presentation
software.
Learning to use the features of Prezi, as proficient as I use my
current one, would take time.
Understanding the features of Prezi would take time and effort.
Even after switching, it would take effort to be proficient with
Prezi.
Getting used to how Prezi works would be easy®
I would lose certain benefits if I changed presentation software.
My current presentation software provides me with certain benefits
I would not receive.
By continuing to use the same presentation software, I receive
certain benefits that I would not receive if I switched to a new one.
There are certain benefits I would not retain if I were to switch
presentation software.
A lot of time have gone into learning and getting proficient at my
current presentation software.
A lot of effort have gone into learning and getting proficient at my
current presentation software.
All things considered I have spent a lot of time and effort with my
current presentation software.
I have not invested much in learning and getting proficient at my
current presentation software. ®
I oppose any change to using Prezi instead of my current presentation software.
I do not accept any change to using a new presentation software
instead of my current one.
I do not support any change to using a presentation software instead of my current one.
I do not comply with any change to using Prezi instead of my
current one.
Using the Prezi enables me to do things faster.
Using the Prezi enables me to do things better.
Using the Prezi improves my performance.
Using the Prezi advances my competitiveness.
The functionality of the Prezi satisfies me.
The user interface of the Prezi is friendly.
The procedure of using the Prezi is understandable.
It is easy to learn using the Prezi.
It is easy to make use of the Prezi.
People who influence my behavior (such as classmates, team
members, and/or professors) think that I should use Prezi.
People who are important to me think that I should use Prezi.
The department, college, and/or university have been helpful in
supporting the use of Prezi.
In general, the department, college, and/or university have supported the use of Prezi.
I intend to use Prezi for my future activities.
I predict I would use Prezi for my future activities.
I plan to use Prezi for my future activities
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